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以模糊邏輯建構的 

品質導向網際網路服務選擇模型 
 

學生: 林謂立 
指導教授: 羅濟群 

共同指導教授: 趙國銘 

 

國立交通大學資訊管理研究所博士班 

摘 要 

在本研究中，我們進行了兩階段以網際網路服務品質為導向的網際網路服務選擇模型研

究 - QCMA 模型(QCMA: QoS Consensus Moderation Approach) 與 FMG-QCMA 模型 

(Fuzzy Multi- Groups-Based QCMA)。第一階段的 QCMA 模型著重以辨識網際網路參與

者對網際網路服務品質感知的相似度，進而確認這些參與者是否具高相似度，並根據已

確認之高相似度參與者對網際網路服務品質因素偏好優先順序，決定這個高相似性群體

對於網際網路服務選擇之決策模型。第二階段的 FMG-QCMA 模型著重於思考不同之消

費者其差異過大的性格背景偏好差異，進而研究結合多維度的網際網路服務品質因素結

構的分群演算法，建立更有效率的多群組架構網際網路選擇的決策模型。同時，在分群

結構之中，因相似度些微低於分群比對的相似合格度，就被裁定網際網路服務品質意見

為不相似，本研究也提出了模糊邊界的概念，將近似合格邊界的網際網路品質意見，納

入為該群組之模糊相似意見，進而更明確的掌握分群有效性，避免分群失真現象。 

 

本研究之模型適合任一種網際網路服務應用之目標客群分析，如線上旅行社、網際網路

商城、網路拍賣會等網際網路應用服務。 

 

關鍵字：品質服務，網際網路服務，模糊邏輯，服務決策 
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A QoS-Based Web Service Selection 

Using Fuzzy Logic 
 

Student : Wei-Li Lin Advisor : Chi-Chun Lo 
Co-Advisor : Kuo-Ming Chao 

 
Institute of Information Management 

National Chiao Tung University 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

In this research, two stages of modeling for QoS-aware selection of web service were 

established – QCMA (QoS Consensus Moderation Approach) and FMG-QCMA (Fuzzy Multi- 

Groups-Based QCMA). QCMA was proposed as the first stage in order to indentifying a group 

of participants by their high similarity and obtaining the group preference over all QoS 

attributes. FMG-QCMA was proposed as second stage in order to thinking over the distinct 

background and preference over QoS attributes among all web service participants. For this 

purpose a more efficient multi-attributes-based multi-groups clustering approach was studied 

for developing multi-groups-based QoS-aware selection model of web service. Also, the 

concept of fuzzy boundary, which is used for preventing possible omission of some opinions 

that should be treated as “similar” to group centre but cannot beyond the threshold distance 

defined in clustering criterion, was thought over.  

 

The models in the research can be applied to “target customers analysis” on any web service 

application such as e-tourist agency, e-mall or e-auction.  

 

Keywords: QoS, Web Service, Fuzzy Logic, Service Selection 
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Symbols 

1. k
ai

wsa : The fuzzy QoS opinions represented by each web service participant (consumer k’s 

fuzzy QoS opinion) regarding his/her subjective fuzzy preference on each specific QoS 

attribute (ai) in format of a positive trapezoidal fuzzy number, which can be represented 

as: 

k
ai

wsa = k
ai

x )(( 1 , k
ai

x )( 2 , k
a i

x )( 3 , ))( 4
k
ai

x , 0 ≦ k
ai

x )( 1 ≦ k
ai

x )( 2 ≦ k
a i

x )( 3 ≦ k
ai

x )( 4 ≦ 10 (1) 

2. 
iaWSA : The collection of all k

ai
wsa  for QoS attribute αi, which can be represented as: 

iaWSA = { k
ai

wsa | k  K, αi  SQ},       SQ = {a1, a2, a3, …, a13} (2) 

3. k
SQ

wsa : Multi-attributes-based fuzzy QoS opinion for consumer k with QoS attributes in 

SQ. 

k
SQ

wsa ( k
awsa

1
, k

awsa
2

, …, k
awsa

13
) (3) 

4. 
QSWSA : is the set of all collected k

SQ
wsa  which can be represented as follow. 

 Qi
k
SS SaKkwsaWSA

QQ
 ,  (4) 

5. Gp: is pth sub-group clustered by algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering and Clustering_Verification. 

In Gp there are two subset defined: Gp.Abs_Sim is defined as the set with the fuzzy QoS 

opinions which have full membership with sub-group centre in similarity; Gp.Fuz_Sim is 

defined as the set with the fuzzy QoS opinions which have partial membership with 

sub-group centre in similarity.  

6. p

i

G
awsa : is the sub-group centre of Gp on dimension of QoS attribute ai. 



 

 x 

7. p

Q

G
Swsa : is the sub-group centre of Gp for all QoS attributes in SQ. 

8. p

Q

G
SWSA : is the set of all collected k

SQ
wsa  in Gp which can be represented as follow. 

 p
k
S

k
S

G
S GwsaKkwsaWSA

QQ

p

Q
 ,  (5) 

9. tn : The number of all k
SQ

wsa  in 
QSWSA  collected on time t. 

10. pG
tn : The number of all pG

Q

k
Swsa  in p

Q

G
SWSA , that is:  

tn = 


m

i

G
t

pn
1

     for (G1, G2, …, Gm), 1≦p≦m. (6) 

11. k
a i

o : Relative position of preference order for k
a i

wsa  in k
SQ

wsa . 

12. jk
ai

Sim : Single attribute-based similarity between j
ai

wsa  and k
a i

wsa  which can be 

represented as follow. 

jk
ai

Sim  = 
    
    






dxwsaxdxwsax

dxwsaxdxwsax
k
a

k
a

j
a

j
a

k
a

k
a

j
a

j
a

iiii

iiii

)(~)(,)(~)(max

)(~)(,)(~)(min

11

11




 (7) 

13. jk
SQ

Sim : Multi-attributes-based Similarity between k
SQ

wsa  and j
SQ

wsa  which can be 

represented as follow. 

jk
SQ

Sim = ( jk
a

jk
a Simso

11
 , jk

a
jk

a Simso
22

 ,.., jk
a

jk
a Simso

1313
 ) (8) 

where jk
a i

so  indicates weight for each jk
ai

Sim  which can be obtained by equation (9):  

q
ooq

so
k
a

j
ajk

a
ii

i


  (9) 

q indicates the number of QoS attributes. By definition in W3C [40], q = 13. 



 

 xi 

14. 
QSd~ : is a pair of similarity thresholds given by an expert to emphasis the more extreme 

similarities given by the components of (8) in the selection and rejection of consumers for 

clusters.  

QSd~  = (0, l
SQ

d , u
SQ

d , 1) = ( l
SQ

d , u
SQ

d )     0 ≦ l
SQ

d  < u
SQ

d  ≦1 (10) 

15. 
QSd ~

: is also a similarity threshold in form of a fuzzy trapezoidal number, which could be 

moderated by service consumers’ later feedback for adjustment.  

QSd ~
 = (0, l

SQ
d  , u

SQ
d  , 1) = ( l

SQ
d  , u

SQ
d  ),     0 ≦ l

SQ
d   < u

SQ
d   ≦1 (11) 

16. 
QScf _ : is the threshold for evaluating sim_result in algorithm SimVerifier.  

QScf _  = ( l
Sc Q

f _ , u
Sc Q

f _ ),     0 ≦ l
Sc Q

f _  < u
Sc Q

f _  ≦ 1 (12) 
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Chapter 1. Introduction - QoS-aware Selection of Web Services 

1.1 Research Background and Motivation 

In the booming internet world, Web services have become a promising technology for 

e-trading in recent years. A number of Internet-based software systems such as hotel booking 

application, e-auction, e-mall, e-air ticket booking, etc., were deployed increasingly (some of 

them could be integrated) over the world [13][28][30]. For instance, a hotel booking 

application can be exposed as a web service and integrated with other applications such as 

flight booking or car-rental in order to provide an integrated environment for web service 

consumers. However, there exist a large number of similar web services provided by different 

web service providers, such as e-tourist agencies, which compose similar web services on 

aspect of functional characteristics such as web services information matchmaking (about 

pricing, facilities, breakfast, etc.) by consumers’ inquiries. Therefore, consumers’ behavior 

regarding how they select a web service was addressed in many researches [3][4][39][40]. 

However, Web services could be not selected by the consumers if the way how the 

web services would be provided is far away from what the consumers expect, even though the 

answers replied by the web services system are what the consumers want. For those 

consumers who care about quality of service (QoS) when using web service such as efficiency, 

interoperability and system reliability when they using web services could feel uncomfortable, 

even be roiled, if they have to make a choice among thousands web services with much longer 

time than expectation. For instance, a consumer Mr. White who prefers high performance and 

interoperability in web service issues an inquiry for recommended cheap hotels from e-tourist 

web service. However, the e-tourist returns more than 1,500 sets of answer with around 5 

seconds for this inquiry, such as the situation in Figure 1. Assume Mr. White just wants to 

catch less than 10 sets of answer in 0.05 second. It could make Mr. White feel impatient on 
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the returned 1,500 sets of answer with around 5 seconds so that he would reject to use the web 

service.  

 

Figure 1: Inquiry for Recommended Web Service far away from Expectation 

The example in Figure 1 hints that consumers will no longer select a web service if the 

web service systems just focus on the provisioning of “right answers” according to 

consumers’ inquiry through information matchmaking. Definitely, no service providers would 

like to anger consumers by inappropriate interaction. Therefore, service consumers’ 

disposition on QoS of web service should be aware of.  

For catching a group of “target customers”, service consumers’ preference over QoS 

attributes in web service becomes a key topic. However, the service consumers’ preference 

over QoS should be evaluated on the basis of similarity in consumers’ disposition about QoS. 

For instance, they may have distinct views of the service reliability — wherein a consumer 

considers that a service is reliable if its success rate is higher than 99%, while a provider may 

consider its service as reliable if its success rate is just higher than 90%. The conflicts, which 

could be very hard to settle, should be resolved via multi-groups-based QoS preference 

analysis over framework of multi-QoS attributes and multi-groups basis, if it could happen for 

Cheap Hotels ? 

Why is the answer not less 10 hotels for selection 

in 0.05 seconds? 

Mr. White  
(Service Consumer) 

e-tourist 
(Web Service Provider) 

proccessing … (5 seconds) 

No. 1498 
Forest Hotel 
Buz Room 
$ 83 / day 
……. No. 0813 

River Hotel 
Buz Room 
$ 83 / day 
……. No. 0001 

Green Hotel 
Buz Room 
$ 83 / day 
……. 
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different groups of consumers on different QoS attributes simultaneously. Definitely, the 

consensus on the QoS characteristics in the selection of web services for a specific group of 

consumers should be ensured.  

It is why we do the research to devising techniques to publish subjective QoS values to 

assist service consumers in selecting services according to the desired level of QoS. If the 

preference over QoS attributes for a group of consumers could be caught in advance by web 

services system, then the “target customers” for web service providers can be identified. 

Regarding QoS, in this research we follow the QoS standard terms announced by W3C in 25, 

November, 2003 [40]. 

1.2 Two Stages for Research Objective: QCMA and FMG-QCMA 

For establishing a more effective web service selection model and resolving the issues 

regarding QoS-aware selection of web service through literatures research, there were two 

stages of modeling for this research objective – QCMA and FMG-QCMA. 

QCMA (QoS Consensus Moderation Approach) is proposed as a consensus-based 

model for QoS moderation approach which was derived from MFDM (Moderated Fuzzy 

Discovery Method) [22] with SAM (Similarity Aggregation Method) and RMGDP 

(Resolution Method for Group Decision Problems) [9][10][11][18][19]. Based on the fuzzy 

matchmaking approach carried out by MFDM for consensus on discovered web service 

information between web service consumers and web service providers on functional aspects 

of fuzzy inquiries in applications (such as “very cheap”, “comfortable”, “delicious”, the 

factors in terms of pricing, facilities and food), QCMA enhances the architecture / mechanism 

of MFDM for a group of web service consumers to reach consensus on QoS for web service 

which were defined by W3C [40], which can be depicted as following figure.  
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Figure 2: The Functional Enhancement from MFDM to QCMA 

Besides, QCMA also moderates their preferences and expectations in order to have 

coherent definitions of QoS characteristics using fuzzy terms. That is, web service consumers 

can express their QoS requirements using fuzzy terms such as ‘very reliable’ and ‘less 

efficient’. Based on the group consensus on QoS characteristics, the group preferences order 

over all given QoS attributes can be obtained as the criterion how the group of consumers 

would select a web service.  

FMG-QCMA (Fuzzy Multi-Groups-based QCMA) , an evolved extension of QCMA 

framework by incorporating fuzzy clustering mechanism, attempts to provide a more effective 

architecture / mechanism for fuzzy multi-groups-based web service selection. All the 

incoming fuzzy multi-attributes-based QoS opinions will be fuzzily clustered into fuzzy 

opinion sub-groups (fuzzy sets with objects in multi-attributes fuzzy trapezoidal number 

format) according to given fuzzy clustering criteria. With the clustered multi-groups structure, 

all clustered multi-attributes-based QoS opinions will be further analyzed by FMGSAM 

(Fuzzy Multi-Groups-based SAM, derived from SAM but for multi-groups structure) and 

multi-groups-based RMGDP. FMGSAM is also the main mechanism in FMG-QCMA which 
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allows the system to be more effective, efficient and flexible in QoS-aware web service 

selection than QCMA. 

The web service model through FMG-QCMA can be depicted as following figure.  

 

Figure 3: The Multi-Groups-based Web Service Selection via FMG-QCMA 

For carrying out the novel model of QoS-aware selection of web service by the 

motivation mentioned in previous section, the main research objective by the two stages of 

modeling can be summarized as follow: 

1. To provide an architecture / mechanism for group(s) of web service consumers to reach 

consensus on the definitions of QoS characteristics. Regarding the QoS terms, the QoS 

characteristics defined by W3C [40] will be adopted. 

2. The proposed approach moderates their preferences and expectations in order to have 
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coherent definitions of QoS characteristics using fuzzy terms. That is, service consumers 

can express their QoS requirements using fuzzy terms such as ‘very reliable’ and ‘high 

efficiency’. 

3. The group consensus will be built upon opinion similarity and QoS preference order. For 

this purpose, web service consumers will express his / her subjective opinion on each QoS 

attribute with fuzzy scale of perception (will be transformed as trapezoidal fuzzy number) 

and his / her preference in order among all given QoS attributes. 

4. The group preference order among QoS attributes will be taken as the preference to select 

web service. Therefore, the group preference order must be obtained from the group 

which comprises consumers who have similar opinions in QoS attributes. 

5. For dealing multi-QoS attributes opinions from large number of consumers in internet 

world, the whole model should be executed in excellent efficiency with lower operational 

complexity. 

Through carrying out the research objectives above, QCMA and FMG-QCMA can be 

established with organized system framework and efficient system operation. The group 

preference how consumers select web service can be obtained accordingly. Therefore, through 

two stages from QCMA to FMG-QCMA, QoS was proven as the key factors to drive web 

service selection. With fuzzy analysis in terms of QoS opinions similarity and QoS preference, 

any kind of consumer perception distribution can be effectively / efficiently modelled so that 

most kind of web service scenario can be performed in terms of QoS preference for specific 

customers group which has high degree of consensus in QoS similarity.  

1.3 Structure of the Dessertation 

The structure of the dissertation for this thesis can be introduced as follow: 
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Chapter 2 describes the literatures review on traditional research regarding QoS-aware 

selection of a web service and multi-attributes-based opinions clustering approaches.  

Chapter 3 describes how QCMA was developed as a unique group-based QoS-aware 

model of web service selection with theories of SAM and RMGDP, reports on experimental 

results with a case study of a hotel booking web service selection for QCMA, and conclude 

the pros and cons about QCMA.  

Chapter 4 presents how the multi-groups framework, FMG-QCMA, was evolved from 

QCMA. Similar to chapter 3 for QCMA, a case study of a hotel booking web service selection 

is introduced. Thereafter, the improvement given by FMG-QCMA than QCMA for 

QoS-aware selection of web service is concluded. 

Chapter 5 makes the conclusion for the series study of QoS-aware selection of web 

service. After all, some future works will be suggested. 
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Chapter 2. Literatures Review 

For reaching the objective of QoS-aware selection of web services, whether the 

involved consumers could have similar perception or could be quite diversified in their 

background, a number of researches regarding web service, existed QoS-aware selection of 

web services and multi-attributes-based opinions clustering were surveyed in this study. These 

surveyed researches will be introduced respectively as follow. 

2.1 Web Service 

2.1.1 Web Service Definition 

In general, a Web Service is seen as an application accessible to the other applications 

over the Web. However, the simple definition could be not definite enough so that the term 

Web service is used very often nowadays but not always with the same meaning. Therefore, in 

this research the definition of Web Service proposed by W3C was followed and can be stated 

as follow [1]: 

A software application identified by a URI, whose interfaces and bindings 

are capable of being defined, described, and discovered as XML artifacts. 

A Web service supports directly interactions with other software agents 

using XML-based messages exchanged via Internet-based protocols. 

For implementing Web Service described above, a lot of open standards have had been 

used which including XML [7], SOAP [6], WSDL [12] and UDDI [2]. Each open standard 

can be brief as follow respectively. 
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2.1.2 XML (Extensible Markup Language) 

The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a subset of SGML. It was developed by 

an XML Working Group formed under the auspices of the W3C in 1996. XML describes a 

class of data objects (called XML documents) and partially describes the behavior of 

computer programs which process them. The goal of developing XML is to enable generic 

SGML to be served, received, and processed on the Web in the way that is now possible with 

HTML. XML has been designed for ease of implementation and for interoperability with both 

SGML and HTML [7].  

XML can be also treated as an application profile or restricted form of SGML 

(Standard Generalized Markup Language). XML documents are made up of storage units 

which contain either parsed or unparsed data. Parsed data is made up of characters, some of 

which form character data, and some of which form markup. Markup encodes a description of 

the document's storage layout and logical structure. XML provides a mechanism to impose 

constraints on the storage layout and logical structure. Unparsed data is a resource whose 

contents may or may not be text, and if text, may be other than XML. Each unparsed data has 

an associated notation, identified by name. Beyond a requirement that an XML processor 

make the identifiers for the unparsed data and notation available to the application, XML 

places no constraints on the contents of unparsed data. 

The design goals for XML can be summarized as follow: 

1. XML shall be straightforwardly usable over the Internet. 

2. XML shall support a wide variety of applications. 

3. XML shall be compatible with SGML. 

4. It shall be easy to write programs which process XML documents. 
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5. The number of optional features in XML is to be kept to the absolute minimum. 

6. XML documents should be human-legible and reasonably clear. 

7. The XML design should be prepared quickly. 

8. The design of XML shall be formal and concise. 

9. XML documents shall be easy to create. 

10. Terseness in XML markup is of minimal importance. 

2.1.3 SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) 

The Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a lightweight protocol for exchange of 

information in a decentralized, distributed environment using XML [6]. It defines a simple 

mechanism for expressing application semantics by providing a variety of systems ranging 

from messaging system to RPC (Remote Procedure Call). Being an XML based protocol, 

SOAP consists of three parts: the SOAP Envelope, the SOAP Encoding Rules, and the SOAP 

RPC Representation. The SOAP Envelope defines a framework for describing what is in a 

message and how to process it. The SOAP Encoding Rules are used for expressing instances 

of application-defined data types. The SOAP RPC Representation is a convention for 

representing remote procedure calls and responses. Also, SOAP can potentially be used in 

combination with a variety of other protocols.  

A major design goal for SOAP is simplicity and extensibility. This means that there 

are several features from traditional messaging systems and distributed object systems that are 

not part of the core SOAP specification. Such features include 

1. Distributed garbage collection  

2. Boxcarring or batching of messages  
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3. Objects-by-reference (which requires distributed garbage collection)  

4. Activation (which requires objects-by-reference)  

2.1.4 WSDL (Web Service Description Language) 

Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is an XML format for describing network 

services as a set of endpoints operating on messages containing either document-oriented or 

procedure-oriented information [12]. The operations and messages are described abstractly, 

and then bound to a concrete network protocol and message format to define services.  

As communications protocols and message formats are standardized in the web 

community, it becomes increasingly possible and important to be able to describe the 

communications in some structured way. WSDL addresses this need by defining an XML 

grammar for describing network services as collections of communication endpoints capable 

of exchanging messages. WSDL service definitions provide documentation for distributed 

systems and serve as a recipe for automating the details involved in applications 

communication.  

A WSDL document defines services as collections of network endpoints, or ports. In 

WSDL, the abstract definition of endpoints and messages is separated from their concrete 

network deployment or data format bindings. This allows the reuse of abstract definitions:  

1. Messages, which are abstract descriptions of the data being exchanged. 

2. Port Types, which are abstract collections of operations.  

The concrete protocol and data format specifications for a particular port type 

constitute a reusable binding. A port is defined by associating a network address with a 
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reusable binding, and a collection of ports define a service. Hence, a WSDL document uses 

the following elements in the definition of network services: 

1. Types– a container for data type definitions using some type system (such as XSD).  

2. Message– an abstract, typed definition of the data being communicated.  

3. Operation– an abstract description of an action supported by the service.  

4. Port Type–an abstract set of operations supported by one or more endpoints.  

5. Binding– a concrete protocol and data format specification for a particular port type.  

6. Port– a single endpoint defined as a combination of a binding and a network address.  

7. Service– a collection of related endpoints.  

It is important to observe that WSDL does not introduce a new type definition 

language. WSDL recognizes the need for rich type systems for describing message formats, 

and supports the XML Schemas specification (XSD) [5] as its canonical type system. 

However, since it is unreasonable to expect a single type system grammar to be used to 

describe all message formats present and future, WSDL allows using other type definition 

languages via extensibility. 

2.1.5 UDDI (Universal Description Discovery & Integration) 

Universal Description Discovery & Integration (UDDI) is an online Web Service that 

service consumers can use from web applications to dynamically discover other online 

services, all neatly packaged in a simple XML interface [2]. In UDDI, service consumers 

must register for using web services that are provided by service providers so that they can 

discover the web service information with UDDI searching mechanism.  
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In general, UDDI is designed as a set of services supporting the description and 

discovery of: 

1. Businesses, Organizations, and other Web services providers. 

2. The Web services they make available. 

3. The technical interfaces which may be used to access those services.   

Based on a common set of industry standards, including HTTP, XML, XML Schema, 

and SOAP, UDDI provides an interoperable, foundational infrastructure for a Web 

services-based software environment for both publicly available services and services only 

exposed internally within an organization. Regarding the data structure of UDDI information, 

UDDI model is composed of instances of the following entity types: 

1. businessEntity: Describes a business or other organization that typically provides Web 

services. 

2. businessService: Describes a collection of related Web services offered by an organization 

described by a businessEntity. 

3. bindingTemplate: Describes the technical information necessary to use a particular Web 

service. 

4. tModel: Describes a “technical model” representing a reusable concept, such as a Web 

service type, a protocol used by Web services, or a category system. 

5. publisherAssertion: Describes, in the view of one businessEntity, the relationship that the 

businessEntity has with another businessEntity.  

6. subscription: Describes a standing request to keep track of changes to the entities 

described by the subscription. 
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2.2 QoS-aware Web Service Selection – Existing Solutions 

2.2.1 QoS for Web Service 

The concept of QoS (Quality of Service) can be applied for any application such as 

tourism, retail, estate agency, etc. Regarding QoS in web service, Menasce (2002) had 

addressed the QoS issues for web service [32]. According to his research, QoS is a 

combination of several qualities or properties of a service, such as availability, security, 

response time, etc. The QoS measure is observed by web services users. These users are not 

human beings but programs that send requests for services to web service providers. QoS 

issues in Web services have to be evaluated from the perspective of the providers of web 

services and from the perspective of the users of these services.  

The main definition about QoS for web service follows the announcement by W3C 

Working Group Note 25 November 2003 [40] and have had been applied by many researches 

in recent years [15][32][33][46]. For providing such a better QoS under dynamic and 

unpredictable characteristics of the web services, it is first necessary to identify all the 

possible QoS requirements for web services. For this purpose, there were 13 QoS attributes 

proposed by W3C [40]: 

1. Performance: The performance of a web service represents how fast a service request can 

be completed. It can be measured in terms of throughput, response time, latency, 

execution time, and transaction time, and so on [36][37]. Throughput is the number of 

web service requests served in a given time interval. Response time is the time required to 

complete a web service request. Latency is the round-trip delay (RTD) between sending a 

request and receiving the response. Execution time is the time taken by a web service to 

process its sequence of activities. Finally, transaction time represents the time that passes 

while the web service is completing one complete transaction. This transaction time may 
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depend on the definition of web service transaction.  

In general, high quality web services should provide higher throughput, faster response 

time, lower latency, lower execution time, and faster transaction time. 

2. Reliability: Web services should be provided with high reliability. Reliability here 

represents the ability of a web service to perform its required functions under stated 

conditions for a specified time interval [23]. The reliability is the overall measure of a web 

service to maintain its service quality. The overall measure of a web service is related to 

the number of failures per day, week, month, or year. Reliability is also related to the 

assured and ordered delivery for messages being transmitted and received by service 

requestors and service providers [36]. 

3. Scalability: Web services should be provided with high scalability. Scalability represents 

the capability of increasing the computing capacity of service provider's computer system 

and system's ability to process more users' requests, operations or transactions in a given 

time interval [37]. It is also related to performance. Web services should be scalable in 

terms of the number operations or transactions supported. 

4. Capacity: Web services should be provided with the required capacity. Capacity is the 

limit of the number of simultaneous requests which should be provided with guaranteed 

performance [37]. Web services should support the required number of simultaneous 

connections. 

5. Robustness: Web services should be provided with high robustness. Robustness here 

represents the degree to which a web service can function correctly even in the presence 

of invalid, incomplete or conflicting inputs [37]. Web services should still work even if 

incomplete parameters are provided to the service request invocation. 

6. Exception Handling: Web services should be provided with the functionality of 
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exception handling. Since it is not possible for the service designer to specify all the 

possible outcomes and alternatives (especially with various special cases and 

unanticipated possibilities), exceptions should be handled properly [37]. Exception 

handling is related to how the service handles these exceptions. 

7. Accuracy: Web services should be provided with high accuracy. Accuracy here is defined 

as the error rate generated by the web service [37]. The number of errors that the service 

generates over a time interval should be minimized. 

8. Integrity: Integrity for web services should be provided so that a system or component 

can prevent unauthorized access to, or modification of, computer programs or data. There 

can be two types of integrity: data integrity and transactional integrity. Data integrity 

defines whether the transferred data is modified in transit. Transactional integrity refers to 

a procedure or set of procedures, which is guaranteed to preserve database integrity in a 

transaction [36]. 

9. Accessibility: Web services should be provided with high accessibility. Accessibility here 

represents whether the web service is capable of serving the client's requests [36]. High 

accessibility can be achieved, e.g., by building highly scalable systems. 

10. Availability: The web service should be ready (i.e., available) for immediate consumption. 

This availability is the probability that the system is up and related to reliability [16]. 

Time-to-Repair (TTR) is associated with availability. TTR represents the time it takes to 

repair the web service [36]. The service should be available immediately when it is 

invoked. 

11. Interoperability: Web services should be interoperable between the different 

developmental environments used to implement services so that developers using those 

services do not have to think about which programming language or operating system the 
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services are hosted on [36]. 

12. Security: Web services should be provided with the required security. With the increase in 

the use of web services which are delivered over the public Internet, there is a growing 

concern about security. The web service provider may apply different approaches and 

levels of providing security policy depending on the service requestor.  

Security for web services means providing authentication, authorization, confidentiality, 

traceability/auditability, data encryption, and non-repudiation. Each of these aspects is 

described below [36][37].  

 Authentication: Users (or other services) who can access service and data should be 

authenticated.  

 Authorization: Users (or other services) should be authorized so that they only can 

access the protected services.  

 Confidentiality: Data should be treated properly so that only authorized users (or other 

services) can access or modify the data.  

 Accountability: The supplier can be hold accountable for their services.  

 Traceability and Auditability: It should be possible to trace the history of a service 

when a request was serviced.  

 Data encryption: Data should be encrypted.  

 Non-Repudiation: A user cannot deny requesting a service or data after the fact. The 

service provider needs to ensure these security requirements. 

13. Network-Related QoS Requirements: To achieve desired QoS for web services, the 

QoS mechanisms operating at the web service application level must operate together with 

the QoS mechanisms operating in the transport network (e.g., RSVP, DiffServ, MPLS, 
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etc.) which are rather independent of the application. In particular, application level QoS 

parameters should be mapped appropriately to corresponding network level QoS 

parameters. Basic network level QoS parameters include network delay, delay variation, 

and packet loss, and they are described as follows.  

 The network delay is the average length of time a packet traverses in a network. The 

network delay can be handled by a good network design that minimizes the number of 

hops encountered and by the advent of faster switching devices like Layer 3 switches 

and tag switching system such as MPLS systems and ATM switches.  

 The delay variation is the variation in the inter-packet arrival time (leading to gaps, 

known as jitter, between packets) as introduced by the variable transmission delay 

over the network. Removing jitter requires collecting packets in buffers and holding 

them long enough to allow the slowest packets to arrive in time to be played in correct 

sequence. Jitter buffers may cause additional delay, which is used to remove the 

packet delay variation as each packet transits the network.  

 The Internet does not guarantee delivery of packets. Packets will be dropped under 

peak loads and during periods of congestion. Approaches used to compensate for 

packet loss include replay of the last packet, and transmission of redundant 

information. Out of order packets may need to be re-ordered at the receiver.  

 In addition, network management mechanisms may also be involved in controlling 

and managing QoS for web services. 

Even though W3C defines different attributes such as reliability, security, and 

efficiency as part of web service QoS model, but it leaves the users to judge the level of QoS. 

This may result in the inconsistency of consumers’ views on the values of QoS attributes. That 

is, one consumer may perceive a particular QoS attribute differently from another consumer. 
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Therefore, more criteria should be developed based on QoS definition proposed by W3C if it 

would be taken for developing QoS-aware selection of web service.   

2.2.2 Current Literatures about QoS-aware Web Service Selection 

A number of QoS-aware web services selection mechanisms have been developed in 

recent years. These mechanisms focus on performance improvement in order to facilitate web 

service composition in an open and dynamic environment. They can be briefed as follow. 

Menasce (2004) studies the QoS of component web services in terms of cost and 

execution time [31]. From his view, an internet application can invoke several services, that is, 

web services composition. As what a stock-trading web service being constructed, for 

instance, a payment service and an authentication service would be invoked as well. This 

structure of web service composition makes the web service could be either specified 

statically or established dynamically. Especially for dynamic composition of web service, the 

service consumers would be required to discover service providers in terms of functional 

requirement (cost, facilities, etc.) and nonfunctional requirement in QoS (performance, 

reliability, etc.).  

Therefore, a probability techniques as employed for measuring the both aspects of 

requirement, including cost and execution time, of component web services by considering 

different execution scenarios such as parallel, sequential, fastest-predecessor-triggered and so 

on. This study helps in selecting appropriate component Web services for web service 

composition. However, it does not consider any consensus from service consumers nor does it 

take into account QoS attributes with fuzzy definitions. It could be hard to reason why 

different service consumers would have different behaviors on composed web service 

selection. 
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Jaeger, Michael C. (2005) proposed a mechanism for composite web services with 

pattern-based QoS aggregation [25]. The QoS aggregation is used to verify that a set of 

services satisfies the QoS requirement for the required composite web services. In this 

approach the aggregation of QoS for service composition is defined by using a number of 

pre-defined composition patterns [24] which include QoS ratings. The concept of the 

composition pattern is inspired by van der Aalst‘s Workflow Pattern [44]. The identified 

workflow in web service composition is represented by directed graphs in order to impose the 

restrictions on the order in which activities are executed specified by the selected aggregation 

scheme. Based on the model, the aggregation of numerical QoS dimensions is performed and 

the required web composition is determined and executed.  

Similar to issue obtained in Menasce’s study (2004), the fuzzy representation of QoS 

characteristics, which plays an important role in the service selection, should be aware of but 

had been ignored. This can be improved by introducing fuzzy terms in the representation of 

the QoS in order to avoid the problem associated with crisp terms. Meanwhile, the 

combinational pattern-based QoS aggregation could raise very high computation complexity. 

The criteria and constraints for the pattern-based QoS, if they could be aggregated, would be 

also difficult to identify.  

Furthermore, the issues associated with aggregating different service consumers’ fuzzy 

views on the attributes are not considered. For example, different views on definition of the 

term “good performance” may exist among service consumers. It is essential to have 

consistent definitions of these terms for service consumers to discover and select desired 

services and for a service provider to use such definitions in service advertisement. 

Liu, Yutu et al. (2004) proposed an open, fair and dynamic QoS computation model 

for web service selection. The model is tested using a QoS registry in a hypothetical phone 

service provisioning market place application [29]. The aim of this model is to investigate the 
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relationship between QoS value and the business criteria, and to study the effectiveness of 

price and the service sensitivity factors in QoS computation. 

This QoS computation model indeed covers both functional and nonfunctional web 

service composition when it investigates the relationship between QoS value and the business. 

However, the issue of how to combine different QoS characteristics is not addressed. 

Different weightings may be given to different characteristics to form a compound request in 

order to reflect service consumers’ preferences. It would obviously impact the relation 

between QoS value and business criteria because of changed QoS structure. Also, similar to 

the studies introduced above, the fuzzy representation of QoS should be discussed but was not 

addressed. 

2.2.3 Research Foundation - MFDM 

MFDM was proposed by Chi-Chun Lo et al in 2005 for constructing a model which 

can perform a moderated fuzzy matchmaking for web service [22]. It was proposed to achieve 

effective web service discovery through a moderated fuzzy matchmaking mechanism. MFDM 

not only measures the similarity between services in terms of capability, syntax and semantics 

[22][39][42], but also uses the services’ underlying data and information as discovery and 

selection criteria.  

MFDM is built upon fuzzy logic, a semantic web, and decision support methods. In 

addition it provides a set of procedures for service consumers and providers to follow so that 

they can reach consensus on the representation of services’ contents [8]. A built-in domain 

dependent fuzzy classifier is employed to classify into concise semantic representation for 

service discovery, a large amount of data and information stored in services’ repositories. The 

moderation process initiated by a fuzzy moderator minimizes the differences among service 

consumers. The feedback from consumers on vague queries can be tracked in order to help 
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categorizing similar terms into fuzzy classes.  

MFDM consists of a number of system components in following figure can be stated 

respectively: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The Framework for the MFDM 

According to the framework of MFDM, the fuzzy classifier is able to interpret raw 

data stored in the service provider’s repositories and represent them with fuzzy terms. These 

fuzzy terms will be employed by the service provider to advertise their services via UDDI. 

Since UDDI does not have the facility for modeling semantics, the OWL is used for capturing 

the semantics. The opinions and preferences given by the service providers and consumers are 

processed via Fuzzy Moderator in order to identify their consensus. This enables service 

consumers (issuing vague requests) and the service providers (using different terms for 

service advertisement) to coordinate their expectations. 
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In the case study for using MFDM, a QoS term “cheap” was taken as an evaluation 

how the information matchmaking being carried out via similarity aggregation method (SAM). 

However, the QoS term “cheap” is related to the application it could choose but has nothing to 

do with the QoS for web service which considers such as reliability, security, interoperability, 

etc.. That is, QoS for web service had not been fully addressed in MFDM. This was also the 

motivation why QCMA was developed based on MFDM. 

2.3 Multi-Attributes-based Opinions Clustering - Existing Solutions 

Regarding multi-attributes-based opinions clustering approach, there are a number of 

existing solutions developed for this requirement. The amount of the literatures reporting the 

theoretical developments and their applications are vast [14][17][20][26][27][28][41][43][45]. 

However, there are three main categories from the literatures research regarding information 

clustering which are reasoned as very significant to the multi-attributes-based information 

clustering addressed: shifting or scaling -based clustering, parallel clustering and fuzzy 

clustering [14][41][45]. In this section, we only briefly describe and analyze the three 

important literatures that are related to this research. A comprehensive literature review on 

this area can be found in the [26][45]. 

Wang, Haixun et al [41] (2003) proposed pCluster model for multi-dimensional 

pattern similarity clustering in large data sets. In this research, Huixun Wang et al proposed 

data clustering in term of similarity via correlation between two given multi-attributes-based 

patterns, which is identified by shifting relationship or scaling relationship, rather than 

traditional distance-based similarity such as Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance, cosine 

distance, etc. Therefore, pCluster model is used to cluster “shifting patterns” or “scaling 

patterns” from large data sets.  

E-commerce is the major application for pCluster in the study. In the sample of 
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analyzing 4 types pattern, which was denoted as (a, b, c, d), 0 ≦ a, b, c, d ≦ 10, (1, 2, 3, 6), 

(2, 3, 4, 7), (4, 5, 6, 9) were recognized as “similar” by shift comparison in the study. It is 

indeed can be one way to cluster opinions. However, for patterns such as (1, 2, 3, 2), (2, 3, 4, 

3), (7, 8, 9, 8), (8, 9, 10, 9), for instance, obviously (1, 2, 3, 2), (2, 3, 4, 3) could be reasoned 

as “lower qualified opinions” and (7, 8, 9, 8), (8, 9, 10, 9) could be reasoned as “higher 

qualified opinions”. It implies that “low qualified opinions” could be given in non-serious 

attitude so that the difference among each type of opinion a, b, c, d, could be not really 

“different”. That is, (1, 2, 3, 2), (2, 3, 4, 3) could be given in arbitrary way. Therefore, if (1, 2, 

3, 2), (2, 3, 4, 3), (7, 8, 9, 8), (8, 9, 10, 9) will be clustered in same group due to the shift 

pattern similarity, it could be distorted. To cluster (1, 2, 3, 2), (2, 3, 4, 3), (7, 8, 9, 8), (8, 9, 10, 

9) into two groups, {(1, 2, 3, 2), (2, 3, 4, 3)} and {(7, 8, 9, 8), (8, 9, 10, 9)}, should be more 

reasonable if they can be evaluated by “opinions similarity in perceptional distance” first. 

Therefore, the similarity (in perception) between given opinions in the same group 

should be recognized but is not addressed in pCluster. It makes “similar objects” clustered by 

pCluster could be not really “similar” due to different perception by web service participants 

in opinions. Somehow “different perception in opinions” should be the reason why these 

opinions must be clustered into different groups rather than be clustered together. Also, the 

weighting problem among all attributes (types) in given object is not discussed. All given 

attributes should not be treated as “equal weight” due to different significance. On the other 

hand, for some significant attributes in higher weight, if they are not highlighted in similarity 

analysis, it could weaken the correlation in similarity between given two objects in 

comparison. 

Fazeli, M. et al [14] (2005) proposed a parallel algorithm tackling multi-features data 

clustering for multi-computer with star topology in 2005. The proposed parallel algorithm 

completes in complexity of O(K+S2-T2) for a clustering problem of N data patterns with M 
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features per pattern and K clusters, where N.M = S!, K.M = T!. In the study, the data to be 

clustered is depicted with a feature vector v which is a set of measurements (v1, v2, …, vM) 

map to properties of a collection of data into a Euclidean space of dimension M. It divides N 

multi-features data into K clusters via specific clustering criteria and the K clusters can be 

represented as (S1, S2, …, SK) shown as below: 

Sk = {i |C[i] = k, 0 ≦ k ≦ K -1} (13) 

A popular clustering technique, squared-error algorithm, is taken for the 

multi-features data clustering with the square distance d2 between pattern i and cluster k 

shown as below: 

   2],[],[],[2 jkcentrejiFkid  (14) 

Where the cluster centre is obtained by mean of feature matrix F[i, j], which indicates 

ith data with jth feature, and represented as a (1 ╳ M) vector. With the |Sk| which indicates the 

cardinality or size of Sk, the centre of cluster k can be defined as below: 

MjjiF
S

jkcentre
kSik
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The squared-error algorithm is definitely used to compute the distance d2[i, k] of each 

pattern i in each cluster k, and choose the minimum distance to all cluster centers. Therefore, 

all pattern i can be efficiently clustered into right cluster according to minimum distance to 

corresponded cluster centre. However, even though the multi-features data, similar to 

multi-QoS attributes opinions, can be clustered via the parallel algorithm, the possible weight 

distribution among these M dimension (v1, v2, …, vM) should be also discussed but was not 

addressed, neither. Also, for some data which could not less than the squared distance but very 

close to the “boundary” could be meaningful if these data on boundary should be treated as 

“fuzzily similar data” in cluster. However, the fuzzy boundary situation was not discussed. If 

the “fuzzily similar data” but not less than the squared distance would not clustered, it could 
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make the clustering being distorted. 

Definitely, a fuzzy clustering approach which is defined based on consensus in 

similarity should be considered as the basis to determine the preference of web service 

selection in multi-dimensional opinion space. Jain, A. K. et al [26] (1999) and Xu, Rui [45] 

(2005) have made significant review of fuzzy clustering respectively. According to review by 

A. K. Jain et al, a Fuzzy Clustering Algorithm was introduced with following steps: 

1. Select an initial fuzzy partition of the N objects into K clusters by selecting the N ╳ K 

membership matrix U. An element uij of this matrix represents the grade of membership of 

object xi in cluster cj. Typically, uij is belong to [0,1].  

2. Using U, find the value of a fuzzy criteria function, e.g., a weighted squared error criterion 

function, associated with corresponding partition. One possible fuzzy criteria function is: 
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where 
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1

 is the kth fuzzy cluster centre and Ψ is the pattern sets in U. 

Reassign patterns to clusters to reduce the criteria’s function value and re-compute U. 

3. Repeat step 2 until entries in U do not change significantly. 

In the fuzzy clustering algorithm, uij and K should be properly set in preliminary 

stages. However, the way how to evaluate uik and K was not addressed. Also, same as 

previous multi-attributes-based clustering method, the possible weight distribution among 

these attributes was not addressed, neither. 

Xu, Rui [45] (2005) had reviewed a Fuzzy Clustering Method (FCM) which can solve 

the issue of boundaries among clusters that are not well separated and ambiguous. All selected 

objects can be clustered into right groups with a certain degree of membership [38]. FCM is 

the recommended method for fuzzy clustering [20]. FCM attempts to find a partition (c fuzzy 
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clusters) for a set of data points d
jx  , j = 1 .. N while minimizing the cost function 

shown as below: 
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where 

1. NcjiuU  ][ ,  : is the fuzzy partition matrix and ]1,0[, jiu  is the membership 

coefficient of jth object in the ith cluster. 

2. M = [m1, m2, …, mc] : is the cluster prototype (mean or cluster) matrix. 

3. ),1[ m  : is the fuzzy parameter and usually is set to 2 [17]. 

4. Dij = D(xj, mi) : is the distance measure between xj and mi. 

The standard FCM, in which the Euclidean or L2 norm distance function is used, is 

summarized as follow: 

1. Select appropriate values for m, c, and a small positive number ε. Thereafter, initialize the 

prototype matrix M randomly and set step variable t = 0. 

2. Calculate (at t = 0) or update (t > 0) the membership matrix U by: 
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3. Update the prototype matrix M by 
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4. Repeat steps 2 ~ 3 until |M(t+1) - Mt| < ε. 
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Besides the initialization on m, c, and ε could be issues in identification, the outlier(s) 

could appear if m, c, and ε are set with improper value. Also, same as the issues in previous 

researches, the possible weight distribution among these attributes is not addressed, neither. 
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Chapter 3. QoS Consensus Moderation Approach (QCMA) 

3.1 Approaches, Framework and Behavior 

For solving the issues in the literatures regarding QoS-aware selection of web service, 

QCMA was proposed based on our previous work MFDM [22] for complimenting existing 

research works by considering service consumers’ subjective views and their arbitrary 

preferences on QoS attributes of web service systems by employing a set of mechanisms to 

assist them to reach a consensus on QoS attributes in web services. For the objective, QCMA 

is employed to obtain and moderate group consensus on QoS attributes (such as reliability, 

performance and interoperability) for web services selection. Comparing with MFDM, it 

enhances the moderation process on MFDM which focuses on effective web service 

discovery based on a moderated fuzzy matchmaking mechanism for service inquiries (such as 

pricing, facilities and some application oriented terms), by improving the method of reaching 

group opinion similarities and preferences on QoS attributes for web service system. 

In QCMA, an initial set of web services and web service consumers’ opinions have to 

be established in order to build a preliminary group consensus. The consumers and providers 

have to make a judgment on the quality of the participating web services by expressing and 

defining their subjective opinions such as good reliability, bad performance and high 

availability etc., on all pre-determined 13 QoS attributes as well as giving their preference 

ordering over these attributes. The QCMA, including a set of reasoning approaches, is able to 

analyze and compute the opinions and their preferences to determine a group QoS consensus 

on these services. So, the QoS of each service can be advertised in UDDI for service 

discovery and selection according to the reached consensus.  

QCMA also provides a moderation mechanism to accommodate the new opinions 
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given from new consumers and new services as well as to reflect the changes from the 

consumers and users in the dynamic environment. One of the characteristics of QCMA is its 

flexibility that allows the consumers to express fuzzy QoS opinions. So, the fuzzy QoS 

opinions from these consumers were analyzed through two phases: group similarity analysis 

via SAM and QoS preference order analysis via RMGDP. For figuring out what QCMA was 

organized and how QCMA run QoS-aware selection of web service for unique group 

framework, besides the theories of SAM and RMGDP, the enhanced functions in QCMA and 

QCMA system behavior will be described in following sections respectively. 

3.1.1 Similarity Aggregation Method (SAM) 

SAM was developed for resolving conflicts that emerged from different opinions [9] 

[10]. In SAM different fuzzy opinions will be aggregated into an opinion consensus class so 

that they can be measured by their similarities to each other. Therefore, the similarity 

measuring method is the key to generating the consensus index in the fuzzy opinions set. This 

characteristic was used by the Fuzzy Moderator for moderating definitions of fuzzy terms. 

During the process of fuzzy term moderation, the consensus indexes are collected and a 

consensus agreement is formed. The procedure to perform SAM for QCMA was organized 

into 8 steps [21]: 

1. First, each participant represents his/her subjective fuzzy preference on each specific QoS 

attributes with a positive trapezoidal fuzzy number, which is denoted as k
ai

wsa  (wsa : web 

service activity), as consumer k’s fuzzy QoS opinion (k   K the set of users) on QoS 

attribute ai which can be shown as equation (1). The fuzzy trapezoidal number for 

consumer k’s disposition on each QoS attribute can be illustrated as below: 
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Figure 5: A Trapezoidal Fuzzy Number 

In QCMA, the positive trapezoidal fuzzy number is used to describe the fuzzy perception 

of each QoS attribute. All the fuzzy QoS opinions on each QoS attribute will be collected 

in the set with k
ai

wsa , which is denoted as 
iaWSA , for further group-based analysis on 

opinions similarity and QoS preference. By QoS definition in W3C [40], there are 13 QoS 

attributes used for evaluating web service QoS, which can be denoted as (a1, a2, a3, …, 

a13). Therefore, the 
iaWSA can be shown as equation (2). 

2. This step is to obtain opinion similarity between any two opinions, here the opinion is 

donated as k
ai

wsa and j
ai

wsa , for the specific criterion. The similarity between k
ai

wsa and 

j
ai

wsa , which is denoted as jk
ai

Sim , can be obtained via the following equation: 
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where    dxwsawsa k
a

j
a ii

)(~),(~min  indicates the consistent (overlapped) area between 

j
ai

wsa and k
ai

wsa which can be depicted as Figure 6, 
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Figure 6: The Consistent Area between two opinions: j
ai

wsa and k
ai

wsa  

and    dxwsawsa k
a

j
a ii

)(~),(~max  indicates the total area including j
ai

wsa and k
ai

wsa which 

can be depicted as Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: The total area including two opinions: j
ai

wsa and k
ai

wsa  

Although (20) is the definition of similarity used in the original formulation of SAM, it is 

possible to change this step and use alternative measures of similarity. Such a change does 

not require alterations to the other steps in the method. 

3. This step is to build an AM (Agreement Matrix) for each QoS attribute ai, which can be 

represented as equation (21), showing each similarity between pairs of opinions in the 

group. 
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4. This step calculates an AAD (Average Agreement Degree ), denoted as A( k
ai

wsa ), for each 

opinion k
ai

wsa  in the group. The value of A( k
ai

wsa ) can be obtained from equation (22): 

A( k
ai

wsa ) = 



n

jk
j

kjSim
n 11

1
 (22) 

5. This step obtains a RAD (Relative Agreement Degree) for each individual opinion using 

the following formula.   
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(23) 

6. This step involves the assignment of a weighting variable, wk, to each opinion. 

7. This step obtains the CDC (Consensus Degree Coefficient) for each participant: 

CDC( k
ai

wsa ) = β ╳ wk + (1 – β) ╳ RAD( k
ai

wsa ) (24) 

where β is a control variable to indicate the relation between the experts and the 

unmoderated opinions of the users. All the RAD( k
ai

wsa ) can be obtained through 

similarity analysis. However, the variation between RAD( k
ai

wsa ) and CDC( k
ai

wsa ) would 

be quite smaller for large population of users no matter what β would be set as (It can be 

verified in the FMG-QCMA Validation and Evaluation). Therefore, it is possible to 
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simplify the use of CDC( k
ai

wsa ) by setting β in CDC( k
ai

wsa ) as zero so that CDC( k
ai

wsa ) 

is equal to RAD( k
ai

wsa ).  

8. Aggregate the fuzzy opinions by the CDC in (24) as the formula as below: 

iaR~ =
k
a

k
a

n

k
ii

wsawsaCDC 


)(
1

 (25) 

where 
iaR~  indicates an “overall” fuzzy number of combining all opinions on QoS 

attribute ai. 

The eighth steps in SAM defined by Hsu, His-Mei and Chen, Chen-Tung [21]. 

Deriving from MFDM, the eighth step which aggregates the fuzzy opinions by CDC of each 

opinion from service participant for reaching group consensus was not used in QCMA due to 

its characteristic of unique group framework. Therefore, in QCMA only 7 steps (step 1 to step 

7) were used for identifying similarity in group which was the foundation of preference order 

analysis via RMGDP. 

3.1.2 Resolution Method for Group Decision Problems (RMGDP) 

Opinion similarity enables the service consumers to reach a consensus on the 

interpretation of a specific QoS attribute for web services. However, among a number of QoS 

attributes in web service, the different preferences on these attributes must be thought over. 

The preference on different QoS attribute cannot be told via recognizing the opinions 

similarity on one of the specific QoS attribute. The preference on different QoS attribute must 

be further realized even though the similarity for fuzzy QoS opinions on each QoS attribute 

can be reasoned as well. 

It is reason why RMGDP (Resolution Method for Group Decision Problems) is 
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adopted for the series of studies about web service selection. In QCMA and FMG-QCMA, 

RMGDP was proposed to alleviate their differences on preferences. In RMGDP, three steps: 

The Transformation Phase, The Aggregation Phase and The Exploitation Phase, construct the 

whole process and will be illustrated respectively in following sections. 

The Transformation Phase: 

In the transformation phase, all participants will be grouped. Each participant has to 

evaluate alternatives according to given criteria, and to assign his/her preference orders to the 

related alternatives. 

The participants allocate their preference ordering based on subjective judgments. The 

position of alternative ai (QoS attribute) for participant k is denoted k
io . A transfer 

function, k
ijp , is defined for converting these relative positions of alternatives to a preference 

relation which sets an ordering preference degree relating alternatives ai and aj. For k
ai

wsa : 

)
11

1(
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1),(
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where k
ijp  is a preference relation given by k

ai
wsa  based on the relative positions k

io , 

k
io  for attributes ai and aj respectively. m indicates the number of alternatives (attributes) in 

the analysis. 

The Aggregation Phase: 

In the aggregation phase, c
ijp is defined by aggregating the participants’ preferences 

},...,{ 1 n
ijij pp  for a particular pair i, j by means of a fuzzy majority [9]. In QCMA and 

FMG-QCMA, the fuzzy majority is formed with the OWA (Ordered Weighted Averaging) 
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operator FQ and the fuzzy quantifier Q. The function with FQ and Q aggregates the individual 

preference values to obtain the group preference order from n users via the following formula: 





n

i
ii

n
ijijQ

c
ij bwppFp

1

1 ),...,(  (27) 

where bi is the i-th large value in  n
ijijij ppp ,,, 21   and wi = Q(i/n) – Q((i – 1) / n). The 

values of Q(i/n) are determined by the particular fuzzy quantifier used. 

The Exploitation Phase: 

This phase calculates the consequence of collecting each alternative priority into group 

preferences. Two well-known fuzzy ranking methods, Quantifier guided Non-Dominance 

Degree (QGNDD) and Quantifier guided Dominance Degree (QGDD) [35] are adopted to 

provide different aspects for the evaluation of alternative priorities. 

QGNDD is a fuzzy ranking method based on fuzzy preference relations. The method 

determines the relative preference degree of the alternatives. The Non-Dominance Degree 

(NDD) fuzzy ranking can be calculated from the participants’ group preference relations, and 

is formulated as follows: 

}0,max{1)( c
ij

c
jijiNDD ppu   (28) 

A membership function uNDD(ai) based on Eq. (28) can be interpreted as the degree to 

which ai is not dominated by any other aj (j = 1, …, m). The function uNDD(ai) is taken to find 

the highest order of alternatives. The NDD for alternative ai is taken to identify a criterion 

which has a higher preference degree than others. For a linguistic quantifier Q (e.g. “most”), 

the NDD of the linguistic quantifier is represented as QGNDD defined as below: 

),...1,1()( ijmjdFaQGNDD c
jiQi   (29) 
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where }0,max{ c
ij

c
ji

c
ji ppd  . According to (27), (29) can be represented as: 

)1(...)1.()1,...,1,1( 1121 mm
c
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c
i

c
iQ bwbwdddF   (30) 

where bi is the i-th smallest value in  c
mi

c
i

c
i ddd ,,, 21   

The solution offered by equations. (29) (30) indicates that the fuzzy majority in the 

remaining alternatives aj (j = 1, …, m) cannot dominate the alternative ai. Also, all the 

preferences in the alternatives can be prioritized and the corresponding order can be obtained. 

QGNDD cannot be used for ordering of the preferences if uNDD(ai) obtained from 

numerous alternatives is in an Unfuzzy Nondominated (UND) situation [35], i.e., uNDD(ai) = 1. 

Also, in order to avoid more than two UND situations occurring simultaneously, the obtained 

fuzzy preference orders need to be validated by other fuzzy ranking methods such as QGDD.  

Using equation (26) QGDD can quantify the dominance for each ai which has 

preference order over all other alternatives and used for prioritizing the final ordering 

preference. Its values are given using the following equation: 
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where wi = Q(i/m) – Q((i – 1) / m) and bi is the i-th largest value in  c
im

c
i

c
i ppp ,,, 21  .  

By (31) the UND situation can be resolved and final preference ranking for a1, a2, …, am can 

be determined. 

3.1.3 QCMA Functions Enhancement and Behavior 

Deriving from MFDM, QCMA extension uses QoS evaluation for consensus analysis 

and moderation. For reaching the QoS-aware selection of web service, QCMA includes 
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additional components (which include Quali-Fuzy Discoverer, Quali-Fuzy Engine, UDDI / 

OWLS, Quali-Fuzy Classifier, Fuzzy Moderator and QoS Fuzzy Moderator) in order to 

improve the functional enhancement for QoS moderation. Figure 8 represents QCMA 

components which are explained as follows.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: The Framework of QCMA 

Each component in QCMA derived from MFDM can be described as follow: 

1. UDDI / OWLS: The service information and corresponding QoS fuzzy attributes and their 

associated definitions are deployed to UDDI and represented in OWLS before the 

discovery process takes place. Since there is no record input from service consumers when 

the system is initialized, the QoS attributes (through QoS Fuzzy Moderator) will be 

created in UDDI and the initial values for the QoS terms will be assigned by the service 

providers. The update to QoS attributes will be executed when the consumers start to have 

their feedback.  

2. Quali-Fuzy Classifier: classifies and interprets all participating web service information 

that includes all corresponding QoS fuzzy attributes. The web service information 
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provided by web service providers will be classified by the Quali-Fuzy Classifier 

according to the representation of the fuzzy QoS attributes. In addition, the vague requests 

issued by service consumers will be analyzed semantically by Quali-Fuzy Discoverer and 

to be forwarded to and interpreted by Quali-Fuzy Classfier according to its fuzzy 

classification. The process includes the discovery of web service information and possible 

QoS requirements with the help of the Quali-Fuzy Engine.  

However, the classification rules are modeled in OWL. The rules are triggered and 

reasoned over the domain information in order to produce the required knowledge for 

OWLS and UDDI. When Quali-Fuzy Classifier receives the request from Quali-Fuzy 

Engine, the meanings of the given fuzzy terms and expected QoS can be interpreted. As a 

result, the related information can be retrieved from UDDI / OWLS using a pattern match. 

3. Quali-Fuzy Engine: is designed to analyze the vague inquiry and the QoS requirements 

received from Quali-Fuzy Discoverer. After receiving the input from Quali-Fuzy 

Discoverer, Quali-Fuzy Engine reasons over the input with Fuzzy logic and interprets the 

fuzzy terms in the request which have been processed by Quali-Fuzy Classifier. If both 

fuzzy terms and the corresponding QoS expectation need to be tuned after rule analysis, 

Quali-Fuzy Engine will either communicate with QoS Fuzzy Moderator for fuzzy terms 

modification, or communicate with QoS Fuzzy Moderator for QoS modification. 

4. Quali-Fuzy Discoverer: receives all vague requests from service consumers for the 

selection of the appropriate services. Quali-Fuzy Discoverer receives vague request 

(including possible given QoS requirement) and requests the feedback from the users’ 

perceptions and opinions on QoS in order to modify service definition after locating and 

selecting the required web services. The steps involved not only analyzing the semantic 

definition of each vague request, but also examining the meaning of the required quality 

attribute which is represented in the vague request. Quali-Fuzy Discoverer intensifies the 
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intelligence of Fuzzy Discovery and supports meaningful and concise discovered web 

information analysis through either Quali-Fuzy Engine or UDDI / OWLS. 

5. QoS Fuzzy Moderator: is dedicated to tune both QoS terms and QoS perception derived 

from service consumers which are associated with corresponding web service information 

deployed in UDDI / OWLS. In the system initialization, QoS Requirement Administration 

provides an initial set of QoS term definitions for group consensus. 

In order to reach the group consensus on the definitions of QoS terms, the service 

consumers’ subjective opinions and preferences over QoS have to be registered and stored in 

QoS Requirement Administration in advance of further processing. When additional service 

consumers with different opinions or preferences join, the process of moderating group 

consensus may have to take place. So, any new opinions or requests have to be analyzed by 

comparing with the information in the QoS Consensus Base in order to determine whether the 

moderation process has to be carried our or not.  

According to the above description, the service consumers will first register their QoS 

expectations (definitions) with QoS Requirement Administration. For example, a service 

consumer may demand a query regarding service performance by specifying the condition: 

“The response time should not be slow”. Using fuzzy analysis this condition can be 

interpreted as “the response time delay should be no more than 7~10 seconds”). All the fuzzy 

terms with corresponding QoS representations used by the service providers have been 

employed in UDDI and declared in QoS Requirement Administration (via Quali-Fuzy 

Classifier). Since UDDI does not have facility for modeling semantics, the OWL is used for 

capturing the semantics.  

With the availability of the required information provided by service consumers and 

providers, the Quali-Fuzy Classifier (including built-in domain knowledge) is able to interpret 
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QoS information within services and represent them in a fuzzy way. The fuzzy information 

will be employed by the service provider to advertise their service via UDDI. The opinions, 

with expected QoS requirements and preferences, given by the service consumers, will be 

processed via both the Fuzzy Moderator and the QoS Fuzzy Moderator in order to identify 

their consensus. This enables service consumers (issuing vague requests with QoS 

representation) and the service providers (using QoS fuzzy terms for service advertisement) to 

moderate their expectations.  

This opinion k
ai

wsa  can be also treated as an input to QoS Fuzzy Moderator at the 

moderation stage that involves SAM and RMGDP. However, in order to cluster the opinions 

of the service consumers who have similar opinions on QoS in QCMA, the threshold values 

for CDC in SAM for QoS attribute ai, which are donated as lcdc
ai

t _  and ucdc
ai

t _ , are set to 

correspond all k
ai

wsa  which can be classified into the same )(_
_

k
a

ucdc
lcdc i

wsaS . 

)(_
_

k
a

ucdc
lcdc i

wsaS indicates the fuzzy QoS opinion set which can be defined as below: 
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lcdc iiiii

twsaCDCtwsawsaS ___
_ )(|)(   (32) 

All the RAD( k
ai

wsa ) can be obtained through similarity analysis. To simplify the 

operation of CDC( k
ai

wsa ), we set β in CDC( k
ai

wsa ) as zero so that CDC( k
ai

wsa ) is equal to 

RAD( k
ai

wsa ). In other words, all k
ai

wsa  with “similar” relative agreement degree was made 

for grouping them into )(_
_

k
a

ucdc
lcdc i

wsaS . 

After the SAM process is completed, each k
ai

wsa  in )(_
_

k
a

ucdc
lcdc i

wsaS  having 

consistent definitions over the QoS terms will be used for preference analysis via RMGDP. 

The preference order of QoS terms for each k
ai

wsa  and the group preference of QoS terms 
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for )(_
_

k
a

ucdc
lcdc i

wsaS  will be ranked. Since k
ai

wsa  comprises the fuzzy web service terms 

given by service consumers, the result generated by SAM and RMGDP will be treated as the 

consequence of the QoS group consensus.  

3.2 Validation and Evaluation 

For validating how QCMA can be helpful for unique group-based consensus in web 

service selection, a prototype system based on a case study using hotel booking web services 

was developed in order to validate the functionality of the proposed approach.  

3.2.1 Similarity Analysis via SAM in QCMA 

In the validation and evaluation for QCMA, there are 50 QoS opinions randomly 

generated by simulation system shown in Appendix A (A.1 and A.2). Each QoS opinion 

( k
ai

wsa ) for the consumer k will be represented as trapezoidal fuzzy number defined in (1). 

However, for simplifying the process of handling fuzzy QoS opinion, the k
ai

x )( 1  and k
ai

x )( 2  

in each k
ai

wsa  are set as null so that each k
ai

wsa  can be shown as figure as below: 

 

Figure 9: The Representation of k
ai

wsa  in Validation for QCMA 

 k
a i

wsa~  

k
a i

wsa  

1 

k
ai

x )( 3  k
ai

x )( 4  k
ai

x )( 1 = k
ai

x )( 2 = 0 
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For instance, the service consumer k considers “Acceptable Reliability” as (4 ~ 7) 

shown in Appendix A (A.1 and A.2). This can be mapped to QoS attribute ( 2a ) in k
awsa

2
 

which can be defined as below:  

0 : 30% reliability          1 : 40% reliability 

2 : 50% reliability          3 : 60% reliability 

4 : 70% reliability          5 : 80% reliability 

6 : 85% reliability          7 : 90% reliability 

8 : 95% reliability          9 : 98% reliability 

10 : 100% reliability     

Figure 10: The Scale of QoS “Reliability” 

Therefore, for the degree pattern of (4 ~ 7), k
awsa

2
 can be represented as: 

 7,4,0,0
2
k

awsa  (33) 

Since each individual consumer’s fuzzy definition over the QoS term has been 

obtained, the similarity between each pair of feedback from all k
ai

wsa  can be analyzed via 

SAM and thirteen agreement matrixes (for all service consumers) for thirteen QoS attributes 

in SQ can be generated as below:  

5050176.082.088.0
1

76.0187.0
1

82.0193.0
88.087.093.01

1









































aAM  

…………………………………………… 
…………………………………………… 
…………………………………………… 

(34) 
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505010.179.093.0
1

0.1193.0
1

79.0173.0
93.093.073.01

13









































aAM  

By analyzing similarity between each pair of feedback from all k
ai

wsa , we can obtain 

RAD and individual CDC for each service consumer which is shown as below. 

 81,.91,.91,.71,.85,.82,.91,.92,.85,.91,.80,.90,.89.)( 01 ConsumerA

 019,.022,.021,.017,.019,.019,.020,.020,.022,.019,.019,.020,.021.)( 01 ConsumerRAD

 019,.022,.021,.017,.019,.019,.020,.020,.022,.019,.019,.020,.021.)( 01 ConsumerCDC  

…………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………….. 

 86,.84,.90,.88,.92,.88,.93,.92,.88,.87,.86,.90,.82.)( 50 ConsumerA

 020,.020,.021,.021,.021,.020,.020,.021,.022,.020,.020,.020,.019.)( 50 ConsumerRAD

 020,.020,.021,.021,.021,.020,.020,.021,.022,.020,.020,.020,.019.)( 50 ConsumerCDC  

(35) 

The result of RAD is the same as the one produced by CDC in this experiment since β 

was set as zero. Let each lcdc
ai

t _  is set as 0.025 and ucdc
ai

t _  is set as 0.015 (i = 1 .. 13) in order 

to verify if all QoS feedback can be treated as “similar”. As a result, we can conclude that the 

consumers have shared similar opinions on the definitions of QoS terms. Therefore, the fifty 

)(khbs
a i

wsa  (k = 1 ~ 50) were treated and classified into a group consensus. 

3.2.2 Preference Analysis via RMGDP 

RMGDP is employed to identify the possible compromised preference order from 

their diverse preferences. In this case study the order preference for the fifty )(khbs
a i

wsa  (k = 1 

~ 50) is set as shown as Appendix A (A.3). 
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In Appendix A (A.3), these order preference for the fifty )(khbs
a i

wsa  are denoted as 

( 1
hbso , 2

hbso , 3
hbso  ….., 50

hbso ) and each k
hbso  can be represented as follow: 

 10131225611914738
1 ,,,,,,,,,,,, aaaaaaaaaaaaaohbs   

 10132129615117483
2 ,,,,,,,,,,,, aaaaaaaaaaaaaohbs   

……………………………………………. 
 10122413576911138

50 ,,,,,,,,,,,, aaaaaaaaaaaaaohbs   

(36) 

Using the ( 1
hbso , 2

hbso , 3
hbso  ….., 50

hbso ), the ( 1p , 2p , 3p  ……, 50p ) can be 

obtained via transformation phase of RMGDP as below: 

















































50.46.29.54.25.04.13.33.38.17.08.42.21.
54.50.33.58.29.08.17.38.42.21.13.46.25.
71.67.50.75.46.25.33.54.58.38.29.63.42.
46.42.25.50.21.00.08.29.33.13.04.38.17.
75.71.54.79.50.29.38.58.63.42.33.67.46.
96.92.75.0.171.50.58.79.83.63.54.88.67.
88.83.67.92.63.42.50.71.75.54.46.79.58.
67.63.46.71.42.21.29.50.54.33.25.58.38.
63.58.42.67.38.17.25.46.50.29.21.54.33.
83.79.63.88.58.38.46.67.71.50.42.75.54.
92.88.71.96.67.46.54.75.79.58.50.83.63.
58.54.38.63.33.13.21.42.46.25.17.50.29.
79.75.58.83.54.33.42.63.67.46.38.71.50.

1p

 

……………………………………………. 
……………………………………………. 

















































50.92.54.96.58.46.67.63.71.83.75.88.79.
08.50.13.54.17.04.25.21.29.42.33.46.38.
46.88.50.92.54.42.63.58.67.79.71.83.75.
04.46.08.50.13.00.21.17.25.38.29.42.33.
42.83.46.88.50.38.58.54.63.75.67.79.71.
54.96.58.0.163.50.71.67.75.88.79.92.83.
33.75.38.79.42.29.50.46.54.67.58.71.63.
38.79.42.83.46.33.54.50.58.71.63.75.67.
29.71.33.75.38.25.46.42.50.63.54.67.58.
17.58.21.63.25.13.33.29.38.50.42.54.46.
25.67.29.71.33.21.42.38.46.58.50.63.54.
13.54.17.58.21.08.29.25.33.46.38.50.42.
21.63.25.67.29.17.38.33.42.54.46.58.50.

50p

 

(37) 

As the default value set in QoS Fuzzy Moderator, the initial weight value iw  in 

equation (27) will be set as: 

iw  = 0.02, (i = 1 ... 50) (38) 
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Therefore, the collective preference cp  can be obtained as: 

















































50.48.39.40.36.30.30.34.40.35.33.46.41.
52.50.41.43.38.32.32.37.42.38.35.49.44.
61.59.50.52.47.41.41.45.51.47.44.58.53.
60.57.48.50.46.40.39.44.50.45.42.56.51.
64.62.53.55.50.44.44.48.54.50.47.60.56.
70.68.59.60.56.50.50.54.60.55.53.66.61.
70.68.59.61.56.50.50.54.60.56.53.67.62.
66.64.55.56.52.46.46.50.56.51.49.62.57.
60.58.49.51.46.40.40.44.50.46.43.56.52.
65.62.53.55.51.45.44.49.55.50.47.61.56.
67.65.56.58.53.47.47.52.57.53.50.64.59.
54.51.43.44.40.34.34.38.44.39.36.50.45.
59.56.47.49.45.39.38.43.49.44.41.55.50.

cp

 

(39) 

According to equation (29)(30), the QGNDD for each QoS attribute can be 

represented as below: 

   ccc
Q dddFaQGNDD 01_1301_0301_021 1,,1,1    

   ccc
Q dddFaQGNDD 02_1302_0302_012 1,,1,1    

……………………………………………. 
   ccc

Q dddFaQGNDD 12_1313_0213_0113 1,,1,1    

(40) 

 

According to equation (31), the QGNDD for each QoS attribute can be represented as 

below: 

 
   ccc

Q pppFaQGDD 13_0103_0102_011 ,,,   

   ccc
Q pppFaQGDD 13_0203_0201_022 ,,,   

……………………………………………. 
   ccc

Q pppFaQGDD 12_1302_1301_1313 ,,,   

(41) 

According to equation (29)(30)(31),  the initial weight value iw  for each ib  in 

QoS Fuzzy Moderator will be set as 0.083. This demonstrates that QGNDD and QGDD for all 

QoS attributes can be fairly assessed without any bias.  

Therefore, the evaluation for thirteen QoS attributes via both QGNDD and QGDD can 

be represented in Table 1: 
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Table 1: The QoS Preference Order for Hotel Booking Web Service by QCMA 
QGNDD QoS 

Attribute Evaluation UND Occurs 

QGDD 

Evaluation 

1a  0.907 2a , 12a , 13a  0.471 

2a  0.827 12a , 13a  0.418 

3a  0.990 1a , 2a , 4a , 5a , 8a , 9a , 10a , 11a , 12a , 13a  0.565 

4a  0.975 1a , 2a , 4a , 8a , 9a , 10a , 11a , 12a , 13a  0.536 

5a  0.928 1a , 2a , 10a , 12a , 13a  0.488 

6a  0.984 1a , 2a , 4a , 5a , 9a , 10a , 11a , 12a , 13a  0.550 

7a  1.000 All the other attributes 0.597 

8a  1.000 All the other attributes 0.593 

9a  0.971 1a , 2a , 5a , 10a , 11a , 12a , 13a  0.531 

10a  0.922 1a , 2a , 12a , 13a  0.482 

11a  0.942 1a , 2a , 5a , 10a , 12a , 13a  0.499 

12a  0.793 13a  0.403 

13a  0.753 No UND Occurs 0.377 

In this case, a number of UND situations occur in the QGNDD analysis shown in the 

following result.  

 13122110511946387 ,,,,,,,,,,, aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
hbs   (42) 

The result shows that the consensus preference for 7a  is the same as 8a . The 

QGNDD analysis may not be able to produce complete order of the preferences. The auxiliary 

method, QGDD, is deployed to identify the complete order of consensus preferences. For the 

cases of 7a  vs. 8a , the preference order for QoS consensus via QGDD analysis in c
hbso  is:  

 13122110511946387 ,,,,,,,,,,,, aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
hbs   (43) 

According to the opinions and preferences from fifty participated service consumers, 

the consensus of group preference order of QoS in hotel booking web service will be:  

Accuracy > Integrity > Scalability > Exception Handling > Capacity > 

Accessibility > Interoperability > Robustness > Availability > Performance > 

Reliability > Security > Network-Related QoS Requirement: (User Friendly) 
(44) 
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The representation of the web service information can be organized according to the 

order of QoS attributes. The obtained order of preference helps QCMA perform more 

effective web service selection.  

3.3 Review on QCMA 

The work of developing QCMA focused on the QoS-based web services selection 

under unique grouping. It performed QoS consensus and to alleviate the differences on QoS 

characteristics in the web services selection. The proposed QCMA possesses the following 

features. 

1. QCMA is a web service selection mechanism based on fuzzy QoS consensus for a group 

of participants. The architecture allows them to reach QoS consensus by including a 

number of activities such as participants’ opinion similarity, QoS term preference ordering 

and QoS fuzzy scale for each QoS term. The contribution of QCMA not only includes the 

fuzzy inquiry for service selection, but also offers the features to model the QoS 

preference consensus after aggregating sufficient fuzzy QoS opinions. 

2. QCMA is designed for open and dynamic web environment, such that new opinions and 

preferences as well as new QoS aspects can be modeled flexibly. 

Even if the issues above would be resolved in this research, through further research 

there still have some challenges raised as follow: 

1. If the fuzzy QoS opinions were collected from web service participants with very different 

backgrounds and potentially diverse perceptions, the obtained consensus may not be 

effective. It makes “opinion group” could be too diverse to build “consensus” in web 

service selection. 

2. Even though the group consensus built upon opinion similarity and QoS preference order 
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in QCMA under unique group framework, there is still no criterion how QoS similarity 

and preference order can be combined together for consensus analysis. 

3. Some outliers might be re-classified into other appropriate groups if a multi-groups 

approach is adopted, as these outlier opinions may have meaningful correlation. The 

omission of those outliers without further examination can be inappropriate. Furthermore, 

due to multi-attributes structure, these outliers could be identified by different attribute 

values that are too far away from the consensus. It makes multi-attribute-based outliers 

identification more difficult to obtain than is the case with single-attribute-based outlier 

identification. 

4. Through SAM in QCMA, the operation complexity which is due to comparing similarity 

on each pair of QoS opinions is still relative high. With n QoS opinions the complexity 

will be O(n2). It is not efficient if the n will be a large number. The operation overhead 

impacted by the number of n should be relieved especially the n QoS opinions should be 

treated as a very large data set due to very high population in internet world. 

Definitely multi-groups-based consensus for web service selection will be the right 

structure for solving issues above. The higher similarity, more precise group consensus / 

corresponded preference order over QoS attributes, and more efficient calculation to handle n 

QoS opinions can be carried out under multi-groups-based framework. However, 

multi-attributes-based clustering is much complicated than single-attribute-based clustering. It 

makes the necessity that an effective / efficient clustering approach for multi-attributes / 

multi-groups-based QoS-aware selection of web service should be evolved. Therefore, some 

works which should focus on the investigation of other intelligent approaches should be 

developed. It was the motivation why FMG-QCMA was developed on second stage of 

QoS-aware selection of web service. 
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Chapter 4. Fuzzy Multi-Groups-based QCMA (FMG-QCMA) 

4.1 Approaches, Framework and Behavior 

FMG-QCMA (Fuzzy Multi-Groups-based QCMA) was evolved from QCMA for 

carrying out multi-groups-based QoS-aware selection of web service. Differing from QCMA 

which analyzes the fuzzy opinions and preferences given by the service consumers and 

providers on a collection of pre-determined web services QoS in attempt to reach consensus 

on these subjective terms and their preference orders for web service selection, FMG-QCMA 

is capable of clustering service consumers (fuzzy opinions) into a number of sub-groups 

according to consumers’ similar disposition on pre-determined web services QoS attributes 

and focuses on the assessment of a specific collection of recommended web services for each 

clustered sub-group according to its sub-group preference over QoS attributes.  

For ensuring the reliability of operation in FMG-QCMA, the service consumers’ 

dispositions in QoS are supposed as relative static over a period of time. Once the consumers’ 

dispositions in QoS are obtained, the service providers supporting various levels of QoS can 

promote the right quality level of services to the right group of service consumers. When a 

service request is issued by a service consumer, the service providers will look up the service 

consumer’s profile and provide close match services according to the consumer’s past 

selection patterns and disposition in QoS. 

Evolving from QCMA and resolving some issues in current research addressed in 

literature review, FMG-QCMA was required to works out the challenges for 

multi-groups-based QoS-aware selection of web service which are listed as follow: 

1. Associated weight on each QoS attribute should be identified due to different preference 

orders given by the service consumers. Therefore, a weighted multi-attributes QoS 
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similarity should be defined. 

2. To prevent from unintentionally removing possible meaningful data which just falls 

outside of the pre-defined group boundaries, the multi-attributes-based clustering criteria 

should be formulated with fuzzy evaluation. 

3. The complexity (efficiency) of handling multi-groups-based QoS-aware selection of web 

service should be more efficient than what obtained from unique group-based QoS-aware 

selection of web service.  

4. The accuracy of handling multi-groups-based QoS-aware selection of web service, in 

similarity, should be better than what obtained from unique group-based QoS-aware 

selection of web service. 

Because of objective to cluster “similar fuzzy QoS opinions” into same sub-group, 

whether these similar fuzzy QoS opinions are clustered “into” a sub-group or “on” the 

sub-group fuzzy boundary, the threshold for similarity will be set as fuzzy interval. Also, any 

fuzzy QoS opinion on a certain sub-group’s fuzzy boundary could be also allocated into the 

other sub-group if this fuzzy QoS opinion is also “similar to” the corresponded sub-group 

centre. This phenomenon could make these sub-groups having fuzzy overlapping.  

The challenges for clustering multi-attributes-based QoS opinions are much higher 

than traditional single dimensional clustering schemes. The dynamic weight distribution over 

all QoS attributes for each fuzzy QoS opinion must be thought over. The similarity threshold, 

even though it can be initialized by expert’s advice, could be inappropriate so that it should be 

moderated by service consumers’ later feedback regarding perception in QoS. Also, the 

similarity for fuzzy QoS opinions and system performance under multi-groups framework 

should be better than single group-based QCMA.  
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4.1.1 System Functions Deployment in FMG-QCMA 

FMG-QCMA is built with a number of system components derived from QCMA. 

Those system components existing in QCMA, which include Quali-Fuzy Classifier, UDDI 

OWL-S, Quali-Fuzy Engine and Quali-Fuzy Moderator, are evolved and replaced by FMQ 

Distributor, FMQ UDDI OWL-S, FMQ Engine, FMQ Discoverer and FMQ Moderator that 

can be depicted as follow: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: The Framework of FMG-QCMA 

1. FMQ Distributor: enhances the capability of Quali-Fuzy Classifier in QCMA with 

following functions: 

(1) All collected web service registered in the FMQ UDDI / OWL-S will be classified 

fuzzily according to fuzzy web service management performed in the FMQ 

Distributor. The rule of fuzzy classification on given web service will be analyzed by 

FMQ Engine. 
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(2) Interpreting fuzzy web service inquiry issued from FMQ Engine, the FMQ Distributor 

reasons the fuzzy web services, retrieves the required web service stored in FMQ 

UDDI / OWL-S, returns the required web service back to FMQ Engine, and updates 

the correlated QoS status stored in FMQ UDDI / OWL-S in FMG-QCMA. 

2. FMQ UDDI / OWL-S: is derived from UDDI / OWL-S in QCMA for registering and 

storing the web service which is provided from web service providers (vendors). Besides 

the web service registration, there are two major operations designed for fuzzy web service 

handling and corresponded classification: 

(1) The fuzzy classification for registered web service, which is updated in FMQ UDDI / 

OWL-S, will be moderated by FMQ Distributor by event (driven by analysis from 

FMQ Engine). 

(2) The definite web service exploration from service consumers will be performed via 

FMQ Discoverer. Any well defined requests from service consumers will be issued 

from FMQ Discoverer and being dispatched to FMQ UDDI / OWL-S directly rather 

than fuzzily analyzed through FMQ Engine, from viewpoint of FMQ UDDI / OWL-S. 

3. FMQ Engine: extends the capability of the Quali-Fuzy Engine in QCMA with the 

following functions: 

(1) FMQ Engine analyzes the vague inquiry or the fuzzy QoS opinions (when service 

consumers set his/her disposition on each QoS attribute and preference order over QoS 

attributes) received from the FMQ Discoverer and reasons over the vague inquiry using 

fuzzy logic. The rules to interpret the vague inquiry from FMQ Discoverer are stored in 

object FMQ-Inference Rules. 

(2) FMQ Engine ascertains to which fuzzy QoS opinion sub-group the user making the 

inquiry to FMQ Discoverer belongs, QoS attribute reasoning in similarity and QoS 
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attributes preference order via invoking QoS analysis in FMQ Moderator. 

(3) FMQ Engine asks for retrieving the fuzzily classified web service managed by FMQ 

Distributor by inquiry from FMQ Discoverer. The recommended web services for the 

inquiry will be returned to FMQ Discoverer after FMQ Distributor replies to FMQ 

Engine.  

(4) FMQ Engine helps to fuzzily classify web service that FMQ Distributor gains from 

web service providers. The semantic analysis for the request of fuzzy classification will 

be performed via invoking the rules defined in FMG OWL. 

4. FMQ Discoverer: is the object of Man-Machine interface which handles web service 

inquiries and fuzzy QoS opinions from service consumers and recommends right web 

services accordingly. The major operations designed in FMQ Discoverer including: 

(1) FMQ Discoverer receiving all vague requests (fuzzy inquiry or setting of fuzzy QoS 

opinions) from service consumers for the selection of the appropriate / recommended 

web services, completely same as what Quali-Fuzy Discoverer did for QCMA. 

Definitely, the vague requests will be converted as fuzzy requirement which will be 

delivered to FMQ Engine for further rule analysis. However, if the requests from 

service consumers are decoded as well defined requests rather than vague requests, 

then the “well defined requests” will be converted as a definite inquiry and delivered to 

FMQ UDDI / OWL-S for looking up the web service directly. 

(2) When FMQ Discoverer receives vague request (including vague inquiries or fuzzy QoS 

opinions that could be issued by service consumers), it will also request the later 

feedback from the service consumers’ perceptions and opinions on QoS in order to 

modify service definition after locating and selecting the required web services. The 

steps involved not only analyzing the semantic definition of each vague request, but 
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also examining the meaning of the required quality attribute which is represented in the 

vague request.  

5. FMQ Moderator: is to improve the capability of the Quali-Fuzy Moderator in QCMA, 

especially for multi-groups framework of QoS consensus analysis, by including the 

following functions: 

(1) For the fuzzy QoS opinions FMQ Moderator moderates the perception derived from 

service consumers for the potentially recommended web services deployed in FMQ 

UDDI / OWLS. 

(2) FMQ Moderator initializes the FMGSAM operations, including the clustering of all 

fuzzy QoS opinions. All fuzzy QoS opinions and their temporary analyzed matrixes are 

stored in FM Consensus Analyzer. 

(3) Via FMGSAM operations defined in FMQ Moderator, the AM, AAD, RAD, CDC and 

group consensus in FMGSAM for each collected / converted fuzzy QoS opinion are 

obtained.  

(4) Verify the later feedback from web service consumers if his / her delivered fuzzy QoS 

opinion was clustered in right sub-group or not. If the number of later feedbacks for the 

fuzzy QoS opinions clustering reaches the threshold m_threshold_distortion through 

algorithm Clustering_Verification, then the fuzzy QoS opinions clustering will be 

identified as “Mismatched Similarity” and the whole 
QSWSA will be re-clustered via 

algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering under the condition. 

(5) To perform RMGDP for each clustered sub-group. The result of analyzing preference 

order over all QoS attributes for each QoS opinion sub-group can be obtained. The 

outcome of RMGDP will be delivered to FMQ Engine for further update on 
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mechanism of generating recommended web services. 

(6) The FM QoS Administration provides the set of QoS attribute definitions and initial 

value of system parameters. In order to reach the consensus on the definitions of QoS 

attributes for grouped fuzzy QoS opinion of each sub-group, the service consumers’ 

subjective opinions and preferences over QoS attributes have to be registered and 

stored by FM QoS Administration. 

4.1.2 System Behavior of FMG-QCMA 

In FMG-QCMA, each service consumer needs to express his/her dispositions on all 13 

QoS attributes [40] with selection from a set of pre-defined scales and their associated 

trapezoidal fuzzy number as well as his/her preference order over these QoS attributes. For 

the objective each of the thirteen QoS attributes is possible to find a numerical measure of 

quality in the context of the type of service required. The values of this measure can then be 

scaled to correspond to numbers in the range [0,10]. For each service consumer there will be a 

range of values that will be considered appropriate for the service they require. At the lower 

end there will be a cut off value and services with lower values will not be considered in any 

circumstance. At the higher end there will be a value above which improvement in quality 

will not be relevant to their needs and services above the threshold will only be considered if 

they do not cost any extra. So for each attribute a service consumer must choose four points in 

the range of values. 

1. Below this level a service cannot to be considered in any circumstances. 

2. This is the lower end of the normal expected quality for a service 

3. This is the upper end of the normal expected quality for a service. 

4. Getting above this level could not be used to justify extra investment. 
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Given the choice of these values for each attribute by a service consumer a 

corresponding set of trapezoidal numbers over the standardized scale of [0,10] can be defined. 

For instance, for the attribute, performance, the natural measure is a response time in seconds. 

The upper limit of quality is immediate response, 0 seconds (standardized quality value = 10). 

The lower limit is context dependent but assuming a straight single retrieval requirement, 10 

seconds is taken as the lower limit (standardized quality value = 0). The standardization 

scaling can most conveniently be presented as a table showing measures corresponding to the 

eleven scaled values [0, 1,.., 9, 10]. This is shown in Table 2. With reliability the natural 

quality measure is the percentage of transactions that will be completely successful. The 

scaling is shown in Table 3. 

Table 2: The Natural Measure for Performance Quality 
Performance Quality 

Rating 
Response time in 

Seconds 
Performance 

Quality Rating 
Response time in 

Seconds 
0.0 10.00 5.5 1.75 
0.5 8.00 6.0 1.50 
1.0 7.00 6.5 1.25 
1.5 6.00 7.0 1.00 
2.0 5.00 7.5 0.75 
2.5 4.00 8.0 0.50 
3.0 3.00 8.5 0.25 
3.5 2.75 9.0 0.05 
4.0 2.50 9.5 0.02 
4.5 2.25 10 0.00 
5.0 2.00   

Table 3: The Natural Measure for Reliability Quality 
Reliability Quality 

Rating 
Percentage Transaction 

Success 
Reliability 

Quality Rating 
Percentage Transaction 

Success 
0.0 50.0% 5.5 91.5% 
0.5 60.0% 6.0 92.5% 
1.0 70.0% 6.5 94.0% 
1.5 72.5% 7.0 95.0% 
2.0 75.0% 7.5 97.0% 
2.5 77.5% 8.0 99.0% 
3.0 80.0% 8.5 99.3% 
3.5 82.5% 9.0 99.5% 
4.0 85.0% 9.5 99.8% 
4.5 87.5% 10 100% 
5.0 90.0%   

There are similar tables for each of the thirteen attributes which can be presented to service 

consumers for their choice of the four key levels. 
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FMG-QCMA, then, can collect these fuzzy QoS opinions to proceed the following 

four phases of FMG-QCMA operations which is depicted in the following Figure. 

 

Figure 12: FMG-QCMA System Behavior 

In Figure 12, there are four phases for handling all incoming fuzzy QoS opinions: 

Phase I: To collect consumers’ fuzzy QoS opinions which reflect consumers’ disposition in 

QoS, their preferences order over QoS attributes, and initializing parameters for 

grouping such as similarity thresholds for any pair of fuzzy QoS opinions and 

sub-groups’ fuzzy boundaries. These values of system parameters will be evaluated 

by the system so they can be changed or adjusted at later stages, if they are 

inappropriate. 

Phase II: To cluster all the collected fuzzy QoS opinions into sub-groups via Groups 
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Clustering. Each allocation will be evaluated via Clustering Verification. 

The operation Groups Clustering realized by Algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering is to 

populate sub-groups with the collected fuzzy QoS opinions according to 

measurement of fuzzy QoS opinion similarity. Each fuzzy QoS opinion can be 

allocated into one or two sub-groups, as it depends on the degree of similarity to the 

related (close) sub-groups and the pre-set fuzzy boundaries. Each sub-group will be 

reasoned by using Agreement Matrix (AM) / Average Agreement Degree (AAD) and 

Relative Agreement Degree (RAD) / Consensus Degree Coefficient (CDC) in order 

to find the group similarity on fuzzy QoS opinions. In other words, it examines the 

degree of group consensus over the concept of disposition on the pre-defined QoS 

attributes.  

The operation Clustering Verification is performed by Algorithm Clustering 

Verification and used for performing an analysis on new fuzzy QoS opinions from 

new web service consumers or misallocated existing opinions. In Clustering 

Verification, two scenarios will possibly occur: 

1. There are two categories of similarities defined in the system: full and partial 

membership. Each opinion sub-group has fuzzy boundaries. Two neighboring 

sub-groups are likely to have overlapping areas which members belong to both 

groups with different degrees. When a member has full membership to a group, 

it means that the opinion has been assigned to the right group. The process for 

allocating this opinion will stop. However, if an opinion has been evaluated as 

partial membership to a group, it will be evaluated against adjacent group in 

order to identify its degree of membership. These opinions can be preliminarily 

clustered into arbitrary number of groups. So, producing good quality in 

grouping in the first instance is not expected. However, the system can evaluate 
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the quality by measuring group similarity co-efficiency by using FMGSAM. If it 

does not reach desired level, the system boundaries or number of groups will be 

changed accordingly. This process will be iterated until the satisfactory results 

produced or it could be terminated after a number of tries. All the new fuzzy QoS 

opinions will have to be explored and analyzed to ensure that they are classified 

appropriately. 

2. The purpose of grouping and identifying consensus on the QoS attributes is to 

recommend right services to the consumers. If the consumers are often not 

satisfied with the services recommended by the system, this could be derived 

from inappropriate settings for the group boundaries or changes of consumer’s 

pattern on service usage. We assume that the consumer will inform the changes. 

Another set of process will be activated to resolve the issue which will not be 

discussed here. For the other cases, the system records the events and 

accumulates these incidents. When the unsatisfactory number reaches or grows 

beyond the pre-set threshold, then the fuzzy boundaries for the sub-groups will 

be adjusted in order to improve the accuracy of recommending the appropriate 

services to the consumer to select. When this occurs, all fuzzy QoS opinions will 

be re-clustered into new opinion sub-groups.  

Phase III: Once the quality of grouping presents a satisfactory result, the preference order for 

each sub-group can be calculated and obtained via RMGDP. 

Phase IV: Through FMGSAM in Phase II and RMGDP in Phase III, the system is ready for 

use. Since the service consumer group consensus on QoS profiles and their 

preference orders can be obtained, the service providers can advertise and provide 

their services according to their targeting groups. The service consumer issuing the 

request to the system will receive a list of recommended web services which QoS 
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can satisfy the required fuzzy opinions. Another filtering process based on 

individual QoS preference ordering will be applied in order to reduce unqualified 

services. After these processes, the consumers can select the desired services. 

The proposed multi-attributes and multi-groups service selection is expected to 

produce better result than the single opinion group approach for service selection. The 

members in a sub-group should be correlated closer than the single group. The system should 

be able to recommend close match services to the requests issued by the service consumer. 

Since the single group has been divided into a number of sub-groups and the size of each 

sub-group is smaller than or equal to the single group, the computational complexity can be 

reduced and the system efficiency can be improved. The following gives more detailed 

descriptions of the key steps in FMG-QCMA. 

4.1.3 FMGSAM and Multi-Groups RMGDP 

The proposed FMGSAM is designed for similarity analysis under multi-groups 

framework. Following the system behavior of FMG-QCMA in the previous section, the 

FMGSAM can be organized with seven steps.  

1. Represent All Fuzzy QoS Opinions: Based on the k
SQ

wsa  represented in (1), the 

multi-attributes based fuzzy QoS opinion from web service participant k, k
SQ

wsa , is 

represented for all QoS attributes defined in SQ, the set of QoS terms in W3C[40], as 

shown in (3). The set of all the collected fuzzy QoS opinions k
SQ

wsa , which is donated as 

QSWSA , can be defined as (4). 

2. There are two conditions to use operations: Groups Clustering or Clustering Verification, 

in this step. 
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Condition to Use “Groups Clustering” 

The operation Groups Clustering is activated by either pre-set system time (as time t) or 

the event of “re-clustering” from the operation Clustering Verification. When the 

operation Groups Clustering commences, all collected k
SQ

wsa  in 
QSWSA  will be 

clustered into appropriate groups (G1, G2, …, Gm) through Algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering 

(See Appendix B)and Algorithm SimVerifier (See Appendix C) based on the similarity 

threshold 
QSd~  and the multi-attribute based similarity jk

SQ
Sim between selected 

j
SQ

wsa and k
SQ

wsa . jk
SQ

Sim  can be obtained by equation (8). jk
ai

Sim  indicates the 

similarity between j
a i

wsa and k
a i

wsa on QoS attribute ai and can be obtained by equation (7). 

It can be noted that this measure of the similarity of two trapezoidal numbers is not the 

same as (20). This chosen formula is easier to calculate and gives comparable results. The 

element jk
a i

so  indicates the similarity of preference order between j
ai

o and k
a i

o and it 

can be obtained for the q QoS attributes by equation (9) (by W3C [5], q = 13). 

Each jk
ai

Sim  will be compared with the similarity threshold, 
QSd~ , through the operators 

such as ~ , ~ , ~ , ~ and   that are defined in Algorithm SimVerifier. The pairs of 

values for 
QSd~  determine the ways in which the individual similarities can influence the 

overall similarity. The clustering process requires the contributions to be added together 

and the total will determine the inclusion, semi-inclusion or exclusion of consumer from a 

cluster. The thresholds applied to the totals are the values 
QScf _ . (See Appendix C steps 9, 

11, 13, 15 and 17) 

Condition to Use “Clustering Verification” 

The operation Clustering Verification (See Appendix D) is launched by the addition of 
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fuzzy QoS opinions contributed from the new web service consumers or by new feedback 

(mismatch) on unsatisfactory web services recommended by the system. Each new set of 

fuzzy QoS opinions will be assessed and assigned to appropriate opinion sub-groups if it is 

either similar to (with full membership) or nearly similar to (with partial membership). 

(E_Fail_CDC, E_Fuz_Sim or E_Abs_Sim in Appendix D ). 

If the threshold of “re-clustering all fuzzy QoS opinions” is reached due to too many 

mismatch cases or the sub-group opinion consensus coefficient is too low, then a 

“re-clustering” event will be triggered to activate the operation Groups Clustering and this 

will moderate the threshold (boundaries) of subgroups in order to re-cluster the opinions. 

3. Determine Agreement Matrixes 
ppi nnapAM  )(  for each clustered opinion group Gp. In the 

construction of the clusters all the necessary similarities (8) that are need to form the 

agreement matrices shown in step 3 of SAM have been calculated.  
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Figure 13: Agreement Matrixes 

4. Determine the Average Agreement Degrees: As in step 4 of SAM (definition (22)) it is 

possible to find the average agreement degree for each clustered opinion sub-group. 

5. Determine the Relative Agreement Degrees: The RAD values within the clusters for each 

of the customers can be found using step 5 of the SAM process as (23). 

6. Determine the Consensus Degree Coefficients: As shown in step 6 of the SAM process it 
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is possible to moderate the purely customer defined RAD values using weightings )( pGkw  

for each )( p

Q

Gk
Swsa in opinion sub-group Gp. With )( pGkw  and assigned β the CDC for 

)( p

Q

Gk
Swsa  can be obtained using definition (24). 

If the value of CDC is less than the pre-defined threshold, the group boundaries will be 

adjusted in order to increase group consensus coefficients. For other cases, the system 

progresses to the next step. This criterion is for the self-assessment mechanism to improve 

the quality of grouping. 

7. If it is necessary definition (25) of the SAM process can be used to provide a consensus 

trapezoidal numbers for the clusters. 

To provide a more detailed analysis of the clusters of customers it is useful to find 

consensus values for their preferences. The clusters identify similarities of quality 

expectations and the preferences will show the group’s attitudes to the relative importance of 

these expectations. Therefore, all the QoS opinions )( kG
S

p

Q
wsa  in Gp will be further analyzed 

via RMGDP according to associated preference order over all QoS attributes. All clustered 

opinion sub-group (G1, G2, …, Gm) there are m RMGDP processes will be performed 

respectively. In the FMGSAM, the individual consumer’s preference ordering over QoS 

attributes was taken into consideration when the sub-groups are forming. Therefore at this 

stage, the members in a group should have strong consensus on the preference ordering.  

4.1.4 Precision and Efficiency 

Calculating similarity for each pair of fuzzy QoS opinions in a group, is the dominant 

step in the complexity of FMG-QCMA and QCMA frameworks. The improvement on this 

step without compromising the precision of measurement of opinion similarities can 
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significantly improve system efficiency. In the QCMA, the number of opinions in a single 

group is n, so its complexity is O(n2) for AM generation in SAM. The number of processes 

and its associated complexity in FMG-QCMA can be significantly reduced, as it has multiple 

opinion sub-groups to fabricate (AM1), (AM2) ……, and (AMm) giving complexity of the form 

O(n1
2) + O(n2

2) + … + O(nm
2) and this will be lower than O(n2) since n= n1+ n2+…+ nm. 

In addition, FMG-QCMA can improve the precision in opinion similarity 

measurement which is illustrated as following steps: 

1. Let PSimFMQ is denoted as precision (lowest similarity) for FMG-QCMA which is 

obtained from minimal jG
S

p

Q
Sim  in generated (AM1), (AM2) ……, (AMm) defined in Figure 

13. Also, let PSimQ is denoted as precision (lowest similarity) for QCMA which is 

obtained from minimal jk
SQ

Sim  in generated AM defined in (21). 

2. The precision improvement by FMG-QCMA which compares with QCMA in similarity 

can be defined as PImpr(FMG-QCMA / QCMA): 

PImpr(FMG-QCMA/QCMA)=( QFMQ PSimPSim / )-1 (45) 

The example below, where it is feasible to calculate the full set of similarities and the 

similarities used in FMG-QCMA, shows the improvement in precision introduced by the 

method. 

4.2 Validation and Evaluation 

This section presents how the proposed FMG-QCMA achieves marketing web 

services via a case study, hotel booking web services. There were sixty fuzzy QoS 

dispositions collected from sixty consumers at time t as initial inputs to FMG-QCMA. This 

output from FMG-QCMA process contains a number of opinion sub-groups. Based on the 
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framework, the preference order over 13 QoS attributes for each opinion sub-group on hotel 

booking web services will be obtained via RMGDP.  

Table 4 show one of the sixty fuzzy QoS dispositions / preference ordering over these 

attributes from the a certain service consumer. Each consumer of the sixty service consumers 

can select his / her dispositions in format of (1) on each QoS attribute (a1, a2, …a13 ) based on 

the available definitions given in the Table 4. He / She also express their preference ordering 

(in row of oi) over these attributes which are shown in Table 4. “1” means the most important 

attribute and “13” represents the least important one. The new fuzzy QoS opinions and 

feedback as well as their new preference ordering, which will be used to demonstrate 

FMG-QCMA Moderation Process, follows the same format of the fuzzy QoS opinions 

defined in Table 4. 

Table 4: A Fuzzy QoS Opinions for a certain Service Consumer 

    

The similarity threshold, 
QSd~ , is initialized as (0.5, 0.6) and the 

QScf _  for similarity 

range is initialized as (0.15, 0.25). If the number of unsatisfactory feedbacks on the 

recommended web services is more than 3% of the whole opinion population, the resulting 

cluster is determined as inappropriate. In other words, if the system receives more than 3 

unsatisfactory feedbacks from the users, the threshold 
QSd~ needs to be moderated. 

Consequently it also re-clusters all fuzzy QoS opinions by going through validation and 

evaluation process in Clustering Verification. 
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 4.2.1 Reaching Consensus: FMGSAM Process 

After the required inputs have been obtained, the FMGSAM starts to process the sixty 

k
SQ

wsa  in 
QSWSA . One of tasks in Algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering is to select an appropriate 

fuzzy QoS opinion (the first fuzzy opinion which has not been grouped) from the opinion 

pool to act as a group centre of a specific clustered group, so the other fuzzy QoS opinions 

(from those which have not been clustered into groups) will be evaluated against the center 

based on their similarity measurement. The result of the similarity analysis for the first 

clustered group (G1) can be shown in Table 5:  

Table 5: The Multi-Attributes Similarity Analysis 

 

In Table 5, jk
SQ

Sim  is represented as Simj_k which indicates the similarity between 

j
SQ

wsa  (group centre) and k
SQ

wsa . The jk
SQ

Sim  represented as bold “Simj_k” indicates that 

jk
SQ

Sim is similar to the group p and has its full membership to the group. The jk
SQ

Sim  

represented as “(Simj_k)” with regular bracket indicates that jk
SQ

Sim  only has some degree 

similarity to the group, so it only has partial membership to the group p. Due to the analysis in 

Table 5 all the sixty fuzzy QoS opinions can be clustered into 13 sub-groups and represented 

with the index of fuzzy QoS opinion (k in k
SQ

wsa ) in Table 6: 
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Table 6: The Clustered Groups and Opinions 

 

With the 13 clustered sub-groups and each having 13 QoS attributes, there are 169 

agreement matrixes (AM) being generated which can be depicted as follow. 
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Figure 14: AMs Generation for All Clustered Groups 

After the AMs have been generated, the corresponding AAD, RAD and individual 

CDC for each fuzzy QoS opinion by each QoS attribute can be derived. Table 7 shows their 

corresponding results.  

Table 7: AAD, RAD and CDC for all Groups 
G 1  / a 1 AAD RAD β w i CDC

wsa 1
0.8471 0.0358 0.4000 0.0345 0.0352

wsa 2
0.8635 0.0365 0.4000 0.0345 0.0357

wsa 3
0.7794 0.0329 0.4000 0.0345 0.0335

wsa 58
0.7499 0.0317 0.4000 0.0345 0.0328

wsa 60
0.8471 0.0358 0.4000 0.0345 0.0352   

G 1  / a 2 AAD RAD β w i CDC
wsa 1

0.8079 0.0339 0.4000 0.0345 0.0341

wsa 2
0.7547 0.0317 0.4000 0.0345 0.0328

wsa 3
0.8446 0.0355 0.4000 0.0345 0.0351

wsa 58
0.7731 0.0325 0.4000 0.0345 0.0333

wsa 60
0.8153 0.0342 0.4000 0.0345 0.0343  

……………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………. 

G 13  / a 12 AAD RAD β w i CDC
wsa 21

0.8181 0.3553 0.4000 0.3333 0.3465

wsa 49
0.7180 0.3118 0.4000 0.3333 0.3204

wsa 59
0.7667 0.3329 0.4000 0.3333 0.3331   

G 13  / a 13 AAD RAD β w i CDC
wsa 21

0.9168 0.3236 0.4000 0.3333 0.3275

wsa 49
0.9585 0.3383 0.4000 0.3333 0.3363

wsa 59
0.9583 0.3382 0.4000 0.3333 0.3363  

In CDC, β is set with 0.4 and each single QoS attribute based fuzzy QoS opinion 

within the same opinion sub-group is set with the same weight. These parameters setting were 

determined by experts’ opinions according to their experience. With generated CDC of each 

fuzzy QoS opinions, the group consensus for each opinion sub-group can be obtained and 
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represented as a 13-attributes fuzzy trapezoidal number. Each the sub-group’s consensus, 

which is also represented as fuzzy trapezoidal number, is shown in Table 8. 

Table 8: Multi-Groups Consensus by QoS Attributes 
G 1  / a 1 CDC x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4

wsa 1
0.0352 0.2115 0.2291 0.2644 0.2820

wsa 2
0.0357 0.1783 0.2140 0.2496 0.2853

wsa 3
0.0335 0.2347 0.2515 0.2850 0.3018

wsa 58
0.0328 0.0984 0.1311 0.1639 0.1967

wsa 60
0.0352 0.2115 0.2291 0.2644 0.2820

4.8365 5.7153 6.7153 7.5941Group Consensus    

G 1  / a 2 CDC x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4

wsa 1
0.0341 0.1366 0.1536 0.1878 0.2048

wsa 2
0.0328 0.0984 0.1312 0.1640 0.1968

wsa 3
0.0351 0.2104 0.2279 0.2630 0.2805

wsa 58
0.0333 0.2329 0.2495 0.2828 0.2994

wsa 60
0.0343 0.2060 0.2403 0.2746 0.3089

4.8948 5.6561 6.6561 7.4174Group Consensus  
……………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………. 

G 13  / a 12 CDC x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4

wsa 21
0.3465 1.732484 1.905733 2.25223 2.425478

wsa 49
0.3204 1.12144 1.281646 1.602057 1.762263

wsa 59
0.3331 1.99855 2.165096 2.498188 2.664734

4.8525 5.3525 6.3525 6.8525Group Consensus    

G 13  / a 13 CDC x 1 x 2 x 3 x 4

wsa 21
0.3275 1.309854 1.473585 1.801049 1.964781

wsa 49
0.3363 1.345144 1.68143 2.017716 2.354001

wsa 59
0.3363 1.345003 1.681253 2.017504 2.353754

4.0000 4.8363 5.8363 6.6725Group Consensus  

4.2.2 Reaching Consensus: RMGDP Process 

Based on 13 clustered sub-groups obtained through FMGSAM, there are 13 groups 

needed to be processed by RMGDP (denoted as RMGDP1, RMGDP2, …, RMGDP12, 

RMGDP13) in order to gain their 13 QoS attributes preference orderings. RMGDP starts from 

transformation phase to generate preference relations for all fuzzy QoS opinions in the 

corresponding sub-group. Each matrix of preference relations k
G p

p  (Gp, Pk in Table 9), which 

represents all k
ijp  defined in RMGDP for k

SQ
wsa  in Group p, can be gained via 

transformation phase in RMGDP shown in Table below: 

Table 9: All Matrixes of Preference Relation 
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According to Table 9, the corresponding preference relations aggregation, which is 

donated as c
G p

p , can be obtained via RMGDP with equal weight ( i
Gp

w = 1 / |Gp|). With all 

generated aggregation of preference relations for each clustered sub-group and equations for 

QGNDD / QGDD for each QoS attribute in selected RMGDPp with the equal weight value wi 

for each bi in FMQ Moderator (wi = 0.083) can be represented as follows:  

Table 10: QoS Preference Order Analysis via QGNDD / QGDD 

             

Based on the result in Table 10, the preference ordering over 13 QoS attributes for 

each sub-group analysed by QGNDD can be represented as below. 

 13122101151964387 ,,,,,,,,,,,,
1

aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
G   

 21137124396115108 ,,,,,,,,,,
2

aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
G   
…………………………………. 

 19311761258132104 ,,,,,,,,,,,
13

aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
G   

(46) 
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In (46), the preference order over 13 QoS attributes for sub-group G1, c
Go

1
, can be 

explicitly identified by QGNDD. For c
Go

13
 the preference order for a4 is the same as a10, after 

they were analyzed by QGNDD. In the case of c
Go

1
, QGNDD can distinguish most of the 

attributes by ordering them, but the preference order for a8 is the same as for a10 and a6 is the 

same as a9. Both pair of QoS attributes (a8, a10) and (a6, a9) were further analyzed by QGDD, 

then a10 > a8 and a6 = a9.  Further analysis by QGDD on the preference order for each 

sub-group can be obtained as follows: 

 13122101151964387 ,,,,,,,,,,,,
1

aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
G   

 21137124396115810 ,,,,,,,,,,,
2

aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
G   
…………………………………. 

 19311761258132104 ,,,,,,,,,,,
13

aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
G   

(47) 

4.2.3 Marketing Web Service 

After the sub-groups have been identified and all the opinions have been allocated into 

the appropriate groups, it means that the value of CDC for each group is within an acceptable 

range. In addition, each sub-groups’ consensus preference order has been reached. The 

providers can look up these profiles to advertise their services by registering their services 

with UDDI. Therefore, the system is ready for recommending the services. Assume 

Consumer003 in sub-group G1 requires a suitable hotel booking web service based on his/her 

disposition on QoS. According to the result of RMGDP analysis for sub-group G1, the 

preference order over QoS attributes is:  13122101151964387 ,,,,,,,,,,,,
1

aaaaaaaaaaaaaoc
G  . In other 

words, the preference order is: 

Accuracy > Integrity > Scalability > Capacity > Exception Handling > Accessibility > 
Performance > Robustness > Interoperability > Availability > Reliability > Security > 

Friendly GUI (Network Related QoS Requirement). 

Figure 15: The Group Preference for Group 1 
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Assume there are 831 hotels booking web services available, so these are satisfied 

with functional requirements. These web services will be further analysed by the 13 QoS 

attributes according to the disposition of sub-group G1 on each QoS attribute from the most 

preferable QoS attribute “Accuracy” to the least preferable QoS attribute “Friendly GUI”. The 

inappropriate web services in these 831 will be filtered out according to the order of QoS 

preference. The following table illustrates the filtering process. In the end of this process, the 

system only recommends those services that meet the QoS conditions given by Consumer003. 

In this case, only 7 web services that are satisfied with the consumer’s functional and 

non-functional requirements can be recommended for selection to form a composite service. 

Table 11: The Sample Scenario about Recommending Web Services 
Preferred QoS 

attribute 
Group Consensus 

on QoS Fuzzy Expression No. of Services 
via Filtering 

Accuracy (a7) (5.6,  6.4,  7.4,  8.2) 93% ~ 98% 831  470 

Integrity (a8) (5.4,  6.1,  7.1,  7.9) Rank (1 ~ 10): 6.1 ~ 7.1 470  198 

Scalability (a3) (5.7,  6.5,  7.5,  8.2) Rank (1 ~ 10): 6.5 ~ 7.5 198  87 

Capacity (a4) (5.6,  6.2,  7.2,  7.9) Rank (1 ~ 10): 6.2 ~ 7.2 87  38 

Exception Handling (a6) (5.4,  6.1,  7.1,  7.8) 71% ~ 83% 38  24 

Accessibility (a9) (4.8,  5.5,  6.5,  7.3) Rank (1 ~ 10): 5.5 ~ 6.5 24  19 

Performance (a1) (4.8,  5.7,  6.7,  7.6) 0.7sec~2.1sec 19  14 

Robustness (a5) (5.3,  6.0,  7.0,  7.8) Rank (1 ~ 10): 6.0 ~ 7.0 14  13 

Interoperability (a11) (4.6,  5.4,  6.4,  7.2) Rank (1 ~ 10): 5.4 ~ 6.4 13  12 

Availability (a10) (5.0,  5.7,  6.7,  7.5) Rank (1 ~ 10): 5.7 ~ 6.7 12  11 

Reliability (a2) (4.9,  5.7,  6.7,  7.4) 89% ~ 97% 11  10 

Security (a12) (3.8,  4.5,  5.5,  6.3) Transaction Fault Rate 
0.089%~0.038% 10  8 

Friendly GUI (a13) (3.9,  4.6,  5.6,  6.3) Rank (1 ~ 10): 4.6 ~ 5.6 8  7 

Conclusion  7 web services will be recommended 

4.2.4 Process of FMG-QCMA Moderation 

The eight new fuzzy QoS opinions 61
QSwsa , 62

QSwsa , …, 68
QSwsa  and three feedback 

messages with the value E_Not_Sim from web service consumers, )(25 1G
SQ

wsa , )(50 1G
SQ

wsa  and 
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)(58 1G
SQ

wsa ,  are processed by FMG-QCMA. Through similarity analysis with (8) in operation 

Clustering Verification, the eight new fuzzy QoS opinions were processed in sequence with 

the thirteen groups (the first fuzzy QoS opinion of each sub-group shown in Table 6, such as 

)(1 1G
SQ

wsa , )(10 2G
SQ

wsa , )(11 3G
SQ

wsa ,.. )(59 13G
SQ

wsa ) and the sub-group(s) to which each new fuzzy 

QoS opinion is allocated are illustrated in Table 12:  

Table 12: The Re-Clustering with Later Fuzzy QoS Opinions via Clustering Verification 

 

That is, 61
QSwsa  and 68

QSwsa  are allocated to sub-group G1; 63
QSwsa  and 67

QSwsa  

become a member of sub-group G3; 62
QSwsa , 64

QSwsa  and 66
QSwsa  are assigned to sub-group 

G4; and 65
QSwsa  belongs to sub-group G8. 

For the three feedback messages which are associated with )(25 1G
SQ

wsa , )(50 1G
SQ

wsa  and 

)(58 1G
SQ

wsa about inappropriate service recommendation, an event “re-clustering” is triggered to 

activate the operation Groups Clustering because the m_threshold_distortion flag is true. As a 

result, the similarity threshold, 
QSd~ , was moderated from (0.50, 0.60) to (0.52, 0.62), which 

can be denoted as 
QSd ~ by the operation Clustering Verification. With the moderated similarity 

threshold 
QSd ~ , all the sixty-eight fuzzy QoS opinions are re-clustered and the new results for 

AM, AAD, RAD, CDC, Group Consensus and Group Preference order over QoS attributes 

are obtained through FMGSAM and RMGDP accordingly.  
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4.3 Review on FMG-QCMA: Precision and Efficiency 

In the following experiments, FMG-QCMA can be a marketing web service 

mechanism based on multi-groups fuzzy QoS disposition consensus of participants. The 

different weightings over QoS attributes and the relationship among these attributes have been 

taken into account in order to facilitate the consumers to reach a consensus. The service 

providers can utilize this result to design and market their services. The approach is a 

two-layers learning mechanism. In the first layer, the agreement co-efficiency index was used 

to evaluate the quality of grouping. The initial parameters for arbitrary group boundaries can 

be adjusted according to the feedback from the group agreement co-efficient. The second 

learning layer is based on the feedback from the users in order to adjust the number of groups. 

When the system received too many unsatisfactory recommendations, this implies the 

grouping is not appropriate and a change of boundaries cannot resolve this issue. So, the 

number of groups likely needs to increase.  

Besides, we attempt to analyze the differences between FMG-QCMA and QCMA in 

terms of precision in similarity analysis and efficiency in operation. The estimated approaches 

to generate Agreement Matrix from both methods will be evaluated, as they are the most 

critical processes in the frameworks. The Agreement Matrix Generation in QCMA QCMA 

which adopts a single group analysis approach can be expressed as follows. 
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Figure 16: AMs Generation via QCMA 

FMG-QCMA adopts multiple sub-groups analysis approach to generate multi-group 

agreement matrix tables. So, the differences of these two approaches are summarised in Table 

13.  

Table 13: Similarity Comparison between FMGSAM and SAM 

 
……………………………………… 
……………………………………… 

 
 

According to Table 13, FMGSAM produces better similarity than the results that 

QCMA. 

Regarding the efficiency, the number of computational operations for generating AM 

in both SAM and FMGSAM can be summarised as follows: 

Table 14: Efficiency Comparison between FMGSAM and SAM 
FMGQCMA vs. 

QCMA 
The Calculation of 

Operational Computation 
Total 

Counts 

AM (FMGSAM) 

1
)2929(( G

2
)1212( G

3
)88( G 

4
)1313( G

 

5
)77( G

6
)55( G

7
)55( G

8
)44( G

9
)66( G  


10

)22( G 11
)55( G 

12
)22( G 13))33(

13
 G

 18,343 

AM (SAM) 13)6060(   46,800 

Improvement of Operational Computation 60.8% 

 

According to Table 14, FMG-QCMA also has better operation efficiency than QCMA. In 

this case, it reduces the computational complexity by 60.8%. The effort, however, in forming 

the clusters is not taken account. 
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Chapter 5. Conclusion 

The study from QCMA to FMG-QCMA focused on the QoS-based web services 

selection. It performed QoS consensus from unique group structure to multi-groups 

framework for diversified web service consumers and to alleviate the differences on QoS 

characteristics in the complicated web services selection.  

Regarding the proposed QCMA for unique group structure, it possesses the following 

features. 

1. QCMA is a web service selection mechanism based on fuzzy QoS consensus for a group 

of participants. The architecture allows them to reach QoS consensus by including a 

number of activities such as participants’ opinion similarity, QoS term preference ordering 

and QoS fuzzy scale for each QoS term. The contribution of QCMA not only includes the 

fuzzy inquiry for service selection, but also offers the features to model the QoS 

preference consensus after aggregating sufficient k
ai

wsa . 

2. QCMA is designed for open and dynamic web environment, such that new opinions and 

preferences as well as new QoS aspects can be modeled flexibly. 

Regarding the proposed FMG-QCMA, elaborating higher precision and efficient 

QoS-aware selection of web service than unique-group-based scheme (QCMA) and some 

advantage on marketing web service, FMG-QCMA can further possess the following 

conclusion. 

1. FMG-QCMA is a web service selection mechanism based on fuzzy QoS consensus for 

multi-groups of participants. The architecture allows them to be fuzzily clustered into 

appropriate sub-groups to reach QoS consensus by including a number of activities such 

as participants’ opinion similarity and QoS fuzzy scale for each QoS attribute. 
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2. The similarity analysis for multi-attributes-based QoS defined by W3C [4] can be 

performed via multi-attributes-based clustering by FMGSAM in FMG-QCMA. The 

different weight over QoS attributes and similarity for each individual QoS attribute are 

thought over, too. 

3. The FMGSAM achieve higher similarity with multi-groups opinions clustering due to 

reasoning multi-attributes QoS from different background. The improvement in similarity 

by FMGSAM than SAM has been proven in experiment. 

4. The FMGSAM also achieve higher efficiency under multi-groups framework. The 

improvement in efficiency can be formulated as (1 – (O(n1
2) + O(n2

2) …+ O(nm
2)) / O(n2)), 

n = n1 + n2 + …. + nm . 

5. The QoS feedback from web service consumers that closes to “group boundary in 

similarity” will be clustered as “fuzzily similar” by fuzzy comparison. These QoS that 

should be also significant in similarity will be thought over so that the consensus based on 

the similarity analysis will be more credible than hard clustering scheme. 

6. With the multi-groups-based framework established by FMGSAM, different preference 

order generated by RMGDP among different clustered opinion sub-groups based on 

higher similarity is allowed and generated in higher practicability.  

7. The similarity threshold 
QSd~  can be effectively / efficiently moderated by feedback for 

delivered fuzzy QoS opinions issued by web service consumers. It makes FMG-QCMA 

being capable of deciding an appropriate 
QSd~  to cluster all collected fuzzy QoS opinions 

according to real perception from web service consumers. 

FMG-QCMA also reports its improvements on QCMA in terms of similarity 

measurement and system efficiency. The FMGSAM achieve higher similarity, as it adopts an 
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effective multi-groups opinions clustering according to service consumers’ QoS disposition. It 

also achieves higher efficiency, as its improvement in efficiency is evident shown in Table 14. 

In the dynamic world, customers’ perception could be not always kept on fixed level 

and would be moderated by his / her changeable mind due to growth from learning more 

experience. In the study of FMG-QCMA we have thought over this factor but still can be 

further discussed. This dynamic phenomenon could impact the factors to re-cluster fuzzy QoS 

opinions such as similarity threshold 
QSd~ , weight wi and corresponded β in CDC generation, 

etc.. The representation of fuzzy QoS opinions could be also revised to fit in more elaborated 

customers’ perception. These conditions mentioned above would be significant in future work 

for the series of research in web service selection. 
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Appendix A: Raw Data for QCMA Validation 

A.1: The 50 Fuzzy QoS Opinions for QCMA (1/2): QoS Attributes a1 ~ a7 

aij: xj of , according to equation (1) and (2). 

a11 a12 a13 a14 a21 a22 a23 a24 a31 a32 a33 a34 a41 a42 a43 a44 a51 a52 a53 a54 a61 a62 a63 a64 a71 a72 a73 a74
Consumer001 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 9 0 0 4 7 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 8

Consumer002 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 3 5 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 9

Consumer003 0 0 8 9 0 0 6 10 0 0 3 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 4 8 0 0 7 9

Consumer004 0 0 3 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 9

Consumer005 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 8

Consumer006 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 10 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 7

Consumer007 0 0 4 7 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 10 0 0 5 9 0 0 8 10 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 9

Consumer008 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 8 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 8

Consumer009 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 7

Consumer010 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 4 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8

Consumer011 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9

Consumer012 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 6

Consumer013 0 0 3 7 0 0 7 10 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8

Consumer014 0 0 5 8 0 0 3 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 9 0 0 6 8

Consumer015 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 7 0 0 7 8

Consumer016 0 0 7 10 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 9

Consumer017 0 0 4 7 0 0 4 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 8

Consumer018 0 0 8 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9

Consumer019 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 8 10 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 8

Consumer020 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 8 10 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 9

Consumer021 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 7

Consumer022 0 0 4 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 4 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8

Consumer023 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8

Consumer024 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 9 0 0 4 6 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 9 0 0 5 9 0 0 5 9

Consumer025 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8

Consumer026 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 10 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 8

Consumer027 0 0 6 7 0 0 4 7 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 3 8 0 0 4 9 0 0 7 9

Consumer028 0 0 5 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 9

Consumer029 0 0 4 8 0 0 8 10 0 0 6 7 0 0 8 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 10 0 0 7 8

Consumer030 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 3 7 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 9

Consumer031 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 8 10 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8

Consumer032 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 6 0 0 7 9

Consumer033 0 0 8 10 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 9

Consumer034 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 10 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 8

Consumer035 0 0 7 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 8 9

Consumer036 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 7

Consumer037 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 9

Consumer038 0 0 5 8 0 0 8 9 0 0 4 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8

Consumer039 0 0 7 9 0 0 4 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 8

Consumer040 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 7

Consumer041 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 6

Consumer042 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 7 0 0 4 8

Consumer043 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9

Consumer044 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 8

Consumer045 0 0 6 10 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 6 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 7

Consumer046 0 0 7 7 0 0 6 6 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 6 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 7 0 0 7 8

Consumer047 0 0 5 6 0 0 8 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 6 0 0 5 8

Consumer048 0 0 4 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 7 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 7

Consumer049 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 9 0 0 5 9

Consumer050 0 0 8 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 8  
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A.2: The 50 Fuzzy QoS Opinions for QCMA (2/2): QoS Attributes a8 ~ a13 

aij: xj of , according to equation (1) and (2). 

a81 a82 a83 a84 a91 a92 a93 a94 aa1 aa2 aa3 aa4 ab1 ab2 ab3 ab4 ac1 ac2 ac3 ac4 ad1 ad2 ad3 ad4
Consumer001 0 0 3 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 9 10 0 0 6 7 0 0 4 8 0 0 6 9

Consumer002 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 7 10 0 0 7 9 0 0 4 7

Consumer003 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 3 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 9

Consumer004 0 0 4 7 0 0 7 10 0 0 5 7 0 0 3 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 4 7

Consumer005 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 6 0 0 6 8

Consumer006 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 4 9

Consumer007 0 0 7 9 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 7

Consumer008 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 6 0 0 6 8

Consumer009 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 6 0 0 5 7 0 0 4 7

Consumer010 0 0 8 10 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 4 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 8

Consumer011 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 3 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 3 8

Consumer012 0 0 7 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 3 6 0 0 5 8

Consumer013 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 7

Consumer014 0 0 6 9 0 0 4 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 7

Consumer015 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 7

Consumer016 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 3 6 0 0 5 8

Consumer017 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 6 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 6

Consumer018 0 0 3 8 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 4 8 0 0 6 7

Consumer019 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8

Consumer020 0 0 6 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 6 0 0 4 5

Consumer021 0 0 7 9 0 0 4 7 0 0 8 10 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 5 6

Consumer022 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 4 6 0 0 4 8 0 0 4 8

Consumer023 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 6 0 0 5 9 0 0 7 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 6

Consumer024 0 0 4 8 0 0 3 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 3 6 0 0 5 8

Consumer025 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 4 9 0 0 4 7 0 0 4 5

Consumer026 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 8 10 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 7

Consumer027 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 9 0 0 4 6 0 0 4 7

Consumer028 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 3 6

Consumer029 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 8

Consumer030 0 0 6 7 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 6 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 6 0 0 6 7

Consumer031 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 4 7 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 8

Consumer032 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 3 8 0 0 4 6

Consumer033 0 0 5 7 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 4 6 0 0 5 7

Consumer034 0 0 4 6 0 0 5 7 0 0 7 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 8

Consumer035 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 6 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 7

Consumer036 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 4 8

Consumer037 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 7 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 7

Consumer038 0 0 6 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 7 8 0 0 4 6 0 0 6 8

Consumer039 0 0 5 9 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 6

Consumer040 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 4 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 4 9

Consumer041 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 6 0 0 6 8

Consumer042 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 5 7 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 8

Consumer043 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 6 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 7

Consumer044 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 4 8

Consumer045 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 6 8 0 0 5 7 0 0 5 7

Consumer046 0 0 7 8 0 0 7 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 5 8 0 0 4 8 0 0 6 8

Consumer047 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 6 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 5 8 0 0 5 5

Consumer048 0 0 6 6 0 0 5 6 0 0 4 7 0 0 6 9 0 0 6 9 0 0 4 6

Consumer049 0 0 5 7 0 0 6 7 0 0 3 7 0 0 6 8 0 0 4 7 0 0 5 7

Consumer050 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 8 0 0 7 8 0 0 5 9 0 0 5 9 0 0 6 8  
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A.3: The Order Preference for 50 Participants in QCMA 
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Appendix B: Algorithm Fuzzy Clustering  

Algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering(
QSWSA ) 

/* The algorithm assumes the definitions: K, the set of consumers; k
SQ

wsa , the set of 

trapezoidal opinions for consumer, k, over the set of attributes, SQ; 
QSWSA  is the 

collection of all the k
SQ

wsa ; and Gp is a subset of K containing the consumers in cluster, 

p. 

1. 
QStempWSA _  

QSWSA ;  /* Copy all incoming opinions into a temporary set for 

clustering. 
2. p  0;    /* p is set as subgroup ID and initialized as 0 

3. while 
QStempWSA _  is not empty /* Clustering Loop for a created group. 

4.    j  min
QQ S

k
S tempWSAwsaKkk _,|{  and 

},_. ppp
k
S GcreatedallGSimAbsGwsa

Q
  . 

5.    p  p + 1; /* Set Subgroup ID. 
6.    max_p  p; /* Record the maximum group index in the clustering. 

7.    p

Q

G
Swsa   j

SQ
wsa ; /* Set group centre for Gp with the minimum index of opinion 

from step 4. 

8. 
QStempWSA _ 

QStempWSA _  - { j
SQ

wsa }; /* Remove the opinion j
SQ

wsa  from 

evaluated list. 

9.    
QStempcluster _ 

QStempWSA _ ; /* Copy the temporary set to the other set for 

comparison in clustering. 

10.    Gp.Abs_Sim  { p

Q

G
Swsa };    /* Insert group centre to “Similar Area” in Gp. 

11.    pG
tn   1;     /* Initialize pG

tn : no. of j
SQ

wsa in Gp. 

12.    while 
QStempcluster _  is not empty  /* Cluster all evaluated opinions in set for 
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comparison. 

13.       j  min {k|
QQ S

k
S tempclusterwsaKk _,  }; 

14.       select j
SQ

wsa  in 
QStempcluster _ ;  

15.       if  SimVerify( jG
S

p

Q
Sim , “~ ”, 

QSd~ ) > 0 then   /* jG
S

p

Q
Sim  ~  

QSd~ . 

16.          pG
tn   pG

tn  +  1; 

17.          if  SimVerify( jG
S

p

Q
Sim , “~ ”, 

QSd~ ) > 0 then /* jG
S

p

Q
Sim  ~  

QSd~ , j
SQ

wsa  should 

be clustered. 

18.             Gp.Abs_Sim  Gp.Abs_Sim + { j
SQ

wsa };/* Insert evaluated opinion into 

“Similar Area” in Gp. 

19.             
QStempWSA _ 

QStempWSA _ -{ j
SQ

wsa }; /* Remove the evaluated 

opinion due to step 17. 
20.          else 

21.             Gp.Fuz_Sim  Gp.Fuz_Sim + { j
SQ

wsa }; /* Insert evaluated opinion into 

“like Similar Area” but the evaluated 
opinion will be kept for next round. 

22.          endif   /* if ( jG
S

p

Q
Sim ~

QSd~ ). 

23.       endif    /* if ( jG
S

p

Q
Sim  ~  

QSd~ ). 

24.       
QStempcluster _ 

QStempcluster _ - { j
SQ

wsa }; /*Remove j
SQ

wsa  from the 

evaluation for comparison. 

25.    end while 
QStempcluster _  is not empty  /* Go evaluation for next opinion. 

26. end while 
QStempWSA _  is not empty /* Go to next clustered group. 

27. end Algorithm Fuzzy_Clustering(
QSWSA ); 
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Appendix C: Algorithm SimVerifier  

Algorithm SimVerifier( jk
SQ

Sim , sim_operator, 
QSd~ )  

/* sim_result: an indicator for the similarity verification by comparison between jk
SQ

Sim  and 

QSd~ . 

1. sim_result  0; /* Initialize sim_result as 0. 
/ * Do similarity comparison over 13 QoS attributes and convert to sim_result for further 
analysis. 
2. for i = 1 to 13  

3.    if ( jk
a

jk
a ii

Simso  ) > u
SQ

d  then  sim_result  sim_result  + u
S

jk
a

jk
a Qii

dSimso  ; 

4.    if ( jk
a

jk
a ii

Simso  ) < l
SQ

d  then  sim_result  sim_result  - l
S

jk
a

jk
a Qii

dSimso  ; 

5. end for i = 1 to 13    
/* Aug is a variable to augment a value to become distinguishable. In this case 3 is sufficient. 
6. Aug = 3; sim_result  Aug (sim_result / 13);  
7. Case sim_operator of 

8. “~ ”:    /* ( jk
SQ

Sim  ~  
QSd~ ) is recognized. 

9.     if ( l
Sc Q

f _ ≦ sim_result ≦ 1) then  return (sim_result)  else  return (-1); 

10. “~ ”:    /* ( jk
SQ

Sim ~
QSd~ ) is recognized. 

11.     if ( u
Sc Q

f _ ≦ sim_result ≦ 1) then  return (sim_result)  else  return (-1); 

12. “ ”:    /* ( jk
SQ

Sim 
QSd~ ) is recognized. 

13.     if ( l
Sc Q

f _  ≦ sim_result  < u
Sc Q

f _ ) then return (sim_result) else  return (-1); 

14. “~ ”:    /* ( jk
SQ

Sim ~
QSd~ ) is recognized. 

15.     if (0 ≦ sim_result < u
Sc Q

f _ ) then  return (sim_result)  else  return (-1); 

16. “~ ”:    /* ( jk
SQ

Sim ~
QSd~ ) is recognized. 
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17.     if (0 ≦ sim_result < l
Sc Q

f _ ) then  return (sim_result)  else  return (-1); 

18. end Case; /* sim_operator 

19. End Algo. SimVerifier( jk
SQ

Sim , sim_operator, 
QSd~ )); 
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Appendix D: Algorithm Clustering Verification 

Algorithm Clustering_Verification( j
SQ

wsa , s_feedback, group_ID)  

/* Identify if j
SQ

wsa  was on “Similar Area” or “Like Similar Area”, from the first group it 

was allocated. 

1. p_Sim_Type  GetSimType( j
SQ

wsa , group_ID); /* Return if j
SQ

wsa  is E_Fail_CDC, 

E_Fuz_Sim or E_Abs_Sim. 
2. if Validation(group_ID) is true then /* group_ID is valid. 

/* Verify the cases of s_feedback: Fail CDC (detecting by CDC threshold) or later 
mismatched feedback. 

3.    Case s_feedback of 

/* Verify the conditions if the CDC for j
SQ

wsa is less than the CDC threshold of 

evaluated clustered group. 
4.    E_Fail_CDC: 
5.       m_count_fdistance_too_long  m_count_fdistance_too_long + 1; 
6.       if m_count_fdistance_too_long ≧m_threshold_distortion then 

7.          if l
SQ

d ≧ 0.02  /* Moderate l
SQ

d . 

8.             l
SQ

d  l
SQ

d  – 0.02; 

9.             u
SQ

d  u
SQ

d  – 0.02; 

10.             Fuzzy_Clustering(
QSWSA ); 

11.          endif  /* l
SQ

d ≧ 0.02. 

12.       endif /* if m_count_fdistance_too_long ≧m_threshold_distortion. 

/* Verify the conditions if j
SQ

wsa was allocated into mismatched area.. 

13.    Otherwise: 
14.       Case p_Sim_Type of 
15.       E_Fuz_Sim: 
16.          if s_feedback = E_Not_Sim then  
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m_count_fdistance_too_longm_count_fdistance_too_long + 1; 
17.          if s_feedback = E_Abs_Sim then  

m_count_fdistance_too_short m_count_fdistance_too_short + 1; 
18.       E_Abs_Sim: 
19.          if (s_feedback = E_Not_Sim) or (s_feedback = E_Fuz_Sim) then 
20.             m_count_fdistance_too_long  m_count_fdistance_too_long + 1; 
21.          endif /* if (s_feedback = E_Not_Sim) or (s_feedback = E_Fuz_Sim) 

22.       Otherwise: /* Allocate this j
SQ

wsa  into appropriate group. 

23.          for p = 1 to max_p            

24.             if  SimVerify( jG
S

p

Q
Sim , “~ ”, 

QSd~ ) > 0 then   /* jG
S

p

Q
Sim  ~  

QSd~ . 

25.                pG
tn   pG

tn  +  1; 

26.                if  SimVerify( jG
S

p

Q
Sim , “ ~ ”, 

QSd~ ) > 0 then  /* jG
S

p

Q
Sim  ~  

QSd~ , 

j
SQ

wsa  should be clustered. 

27.                   Gp.Abs_Sim  Gp.Abs_Sim + { j
SQ

wsa }; /* Insert opinion into 

“Similar Area” in Gp. 

28.                   
QStempWSA_   

QStempWSA_ - { j
SQ

wsa }; /* Remove the opinion 

due to step 17. 
29.                   break; /* Terminate Algorithm Clustering_Verification when just 

allocate j
SQ

wsa . 

30.                else 
/* Insert opinion into “like Similar Area” but the evaluated opinion will 

be kept for next round. 

31.                  Gp.Fuz_Sim  Gp.Fuz_Sim + { j
SQ

wsa };  

32.                endif   /* if ( jG
S

p

Q
Sim ~

QSd~ ) 

33.             endif    /* if ( jG
S

p

Q
Sim  ~  

QSd~ ) 

34.          end for p = 1 to max_p 
35.       end Case; /* p_Sim_Type 

/* Determine if re-clustering by moderated threshold for similarity should be 
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enabled or not. 
36.       if m_count_fdistance_too_long ≧m_threshold_distortion then 

37.          if l
SQ

d ≧ 0.02  /* Moderate l
SQ

d . 

38.             l
SQ

d  l
SQ

d  – 0.02; 

39.             u
SQ

d  u
SQ

d  – 0.02; 

40.             Fuzzy_Clustering(
QSWSA ); 

41.          endif  /* l
SQ

d ≧ 0.02 

42.       endif /* if m_count_fdistance_too_long ≧m_threshold_distortion. 
43.       if m_count_fdistance_too_short ≧m_threshold_distortion then 

44.          if u
SQ

d ≦ 0.98  /* Moderate u
SQ

d . 

45.             u
SQ

d  u
SQ

d  + 0.02; 

46.             l
SQ

d  l
SQ

d  + 0.02; 

47.             Fuzzy_Clustering(
QSWSA ); 

48.          endif  /* u
SQ

d ≦ 0.98. 

49.       endif /* if m_count_fdistance_too_short ≧m_threshold_distortion. 
50.    end Case; /* s_feedback. 
51. endif /* if Validation(group_ID) is true. 

52. end Algorithm Clustering_Verification( j
SQ

wsa , s_feedback, group_ID); 
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